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There are obviously some things you can’t trust.

And then there is something you always can –Technical Glass Products. 

Choosing fire-rated glass demands choosing a company in which you 

have the highest level of trust. That’s why it makes sense to work with 

TGP, a leader that’s provided unequaled product quality and service 

excellence for decades. We offer an impressive array of fire-rated glass 

and framing systems. Our products carry fire ratings up to 3 hours, 

maintain complete UL approvals, and are accepted by all state and 

local authorities having jurisdiction. Trust us, TGP is all you need.
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Online Survey
Speak out and tell us what you think with our online reader poll. Read the arti-
cles inside the issue and then cast your votes online. This month’s question:

With the International Code Council being added to the list of organiza-
tions examining the labeling of fire-rated glazing, what do you think should
be done with this label? 

❏ The label should remain the same. 

❏ Code officials should look into revising the label.

❏ Glass manufacturers should look into 
revising the label.

❏ A team of glass manufacturers and code 
officials should look into revising the label.

June Survey Results
We asked: 
What do you think is the most important criteria for a successful website?

You Answered:

USGlassElectronic

WeBlogs
Read weekly updates via www.USGNN.com. 

P a u l  B i e b e r  
Online editor,
www.usgnn.com

E l l e n  R o g e r s  
Online editor,
www.usgnn.com
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Vice president of 
marketing, Arch 
Aluminum & Glass
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Editor, 
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Thursday - From the Fabricator

Monday - Let's Be Clear

Tuesday - USGlass & Paul

Visit our online discussion boards at 
www.usglassmag.com/phpBB2 

to ask questions and share 
experiences about business 

and life in the glass industry.

P e t e  C h o j n a c k i
President, FabTech LLC

D e b r a  L e v y  
Publisher, 
USGlass Magazine

On Occasion - deBLOG

Wednesday -
The Entrepreneur’s Corner

Friday -
Off the Press, On My Mind

Features Exclusively Online
• The Next Thousand Years

Why wait that long for the next update on fire-rated glazing? Look
back at this article from the USGlass Archives to see changes from
the last eight years.

• “The Great” Wired-Glass Debate
Think the labeling of fire-rated glazing is the first debate to be held
in this segment of the industry? Then look back at this discussion
between two manufacturers in our USGlass Archives article.

Departments Online
• Safety: Learn how manufacturers are keeping employees safe and

updates on changing safety regulations. 
• Global Update: See what’s going on in glass around the world.

Interactivity

Visual Design

Structure and Navigation

Content

35%
Content

52%
Structure and Navigation

9%
Interactivity

4%
Visual Design
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Issue@Hand

Dedicated to You

You might not be aware that our parent company, Key Communications Inc.,
publishes six different magazines all connected in some way to the glass busi-
ness. Those titles are:

• USGlass, Metal & Glazing magazine®—written exclusively for the architectural
glass and metal industry;

• The Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal™—advancing glass and metal to architects
and specifiers;

• Door and Window Manufacturer magazine™—produced solely for manufactur-
ers of doors, windows and/or skylights;

• Auto Glass Repair and Replacement (AGRR) magazine®—dedicated to the auto
glass repair and replacement industry;

• SHELTER magazine®—for dealers and distributors of building products, including
windows; and 

• WINDOW FILM magazine™—a magazine for the entire film industry.
These publications have their own audiences, their own tightly targeted circulations

and their own editors who know and understand the industries they serve. Each has
its own website, and two (USGlass and AGRR) offer free daily electronic news service
(USGNN.com™ and glassBYTEs.com™) to their respective industries. The others offer
weekly or bi-monthly electronic newsletters. (By the way, if you are interested in any of
our other publications, print or electronic, please visit www.glass.com/subcenter.php).

We offer these various magazines because the information each audience needs is
unique. If we cover a particular project, for example, the information about that proj-
ect contained in USGlass has an entirely different focus than an article about the same
project that would appear in the Architects’ Guide.

I mention this because one of our competitors recently folded one of their maga-
zines and announced that the information contained therein would now be included
in a section in one of their other publications. We’ve been asked if we will be doing the
same thing.

In a word, no. We are dedicated to providing the most current information directly
targeted to each of our audiences. We are dedicated to providing our advertisers a tightly
targeted circulation without a lot of waste. And we are dedicated to a green environment
and to not sending thousands of pages to individuals with no interest in them. 

Would it be easier to roll two magazines into one? Maybe. But it wouldn’t be better
for you and would shortchange you of the information you need. And all of our edi-
tors are tightly focused on your needs.

One example of this is the exciting growth in the area of decorative architectural
glass. That market segment is in the process of becoming a separate industry unto it-
self. In order to better serve readers who are interested in this market, we’ve developed
a new publication called Decorative Glass. A special preview supplement appears in
this issue and you’ll see it “spin out” as a separate publication next year. If you are in-
volved in that area, turn to page 60 for a subscription form. 

As always, please let us know your thoughts. My e-mail is deb@glass.com and our
editors’ e-mail addresses are at right. Together, our chief editors offer more than 85
years of experience in the various glass industries with one goal:  to bring you the in-
formation you need and the news of the day in an attractive format that is tightly tar-
geted to and focused on your needs. It is always an honor for us to serve you.

—Debra Levy
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architectural products, we possess an unequaled array of solutions, offering virtually 

any glass application imaginable. It’s not just distinctive quality that makes Vitro 

America different; it’s the significance we place on supporting customers every step of 

the way. We’re here to satisfy your needs, and embrace your vision.

ENV IS ION THE  POSS IB IL IT I ES.™
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theFarnadyFiles

We live in a world where
Michelangelo’s Sistine ceil-
ing frescoes and Andy

Warhol’s Campbell Soup can paintings
are both identified with the same word:
“art.” Cristo’s Running Fence, miles of
white sheets strung out along the coun-
tryside, and Picasso’s ceramic plates, a
few line scribbled on them and signed
by the “artist,” are prized as great works
of art. So I ask you: what is not art? 

Turning to the most reliable source
for defining words, Webster’s Diction-
ary, I find that even Mr. Webster is con-
fused. He takes nearly a quarter of a
page to cop out and tell you that art is
darn near anything you want it to be.
Well, that’s just perfect for me. Let me
tell you what I consider glass art, not art
glass, to be. 

FIRST, AN ART GLASS REVIEW
My brief and un-researched history

lesson starts with glass beads in ancient
Egypt, or maybe it was China. Anyway it
was somewhere out there a long time
ago and it was glass, it was decorative
and therefore it was probably art. 

A couple of centuries after the beads,
art glass next appears in Renaissance
Venice where they started making fancy
glass goblets on the island of Murano, just
across the Grand Canal. They still make
them today for tourists, in all colors of the
rainbow with fancy frills and gilt trim at
equally fancy prices. 

The epitome of art glass today is the
work of Dale Chihuly and his thou-
sands of aids and assistants. While Chi-
huly makes things out of glass, his work
is more sculpture than glass because
the overall impact is really the sculp-
tural forms and not the glass he uses as
his medium. 

REAL GLASS ART
My idea of glass art has to do with the

use of glass in an architectural form or
context. While starting with the rose win-
dows of thousand-year-old Gothic cathe-
drals, glass art really arrives with Frank
Lloyd Wright’s Johnson Wax Tower in
Racine, Wis. In the late 1930s, Wright de-
signed a tower with virtually all glass
walls and roof. He brought light into the
interior office space without the occu-
pants having to see stuff not worth seeing
on the outside. His use of glass may very
well still be unique. 

In the late 1940s Philip Johnson did
just the opposite by putting his Glass
House in the middle of his 47-acres in
New Canaan, Conn. (see September
2007 USGlass, page 86). There the out-
side is part of the house. The clear glass
virtually disappears as you see through
to the surrounding landscape. 

The glass art of Philip Johnson comes
close to home for all of us because
he also designed the million-
square-foot glass complex called
One PPG Place, sometimes referred
to as the Crystal Palace, and known
as the corporate home of PPG.
Johnson’s 101 California Tower in
San Francisco with miles of green
bent glass, is another great exam-
ple, one on which I even had the

good fortune to do some work. 
I.M. Pei’s 72-foot tall glass pyramid,

some 20,000 square feet of glass over the
entrance lobby of the Louvre Museum in
Paris, lights up at night like a golden dia-
mond. His German Historic Museum in
Berlin with intersecting panes of ra-
diused glass has a sculptural impact dif-
ficult to match. Pei’s collection of glass
buildings makes him one of the great
glass artists of the last hundred years. 

So, if you are like me and think that
Andy Warhol, Jackson Pollack, Picasso
and a lot of more contemporary artists
look a little like they are trying to pull a
fast-one over their aficionados, and the
glass artists at the local art fairs seem to
be trying a little too hard for fame and
fortune, just walk around your own city
and check out what architects have cre-
ated with the product that puts the food
on your table. You may come up with your
own definition of what art is.     ■

What Isn’t Art?
Glass Art and the Art of Glass

b y  D e z  F a r n a d y  

D e z  F a r n a d y serves as
the general manager of
Royalite Manufacturing Inc., a
skylight manufacturer in San
Carlos, Calif. His column
appears monthly. Mr.

Farnady’s opinions are solely his own and
not necessarily those of this magazine.
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OnlineBylines

For many, a blog (short for web
log) is simply an online diary—
a place to share personal beliefs,

feelings and opinions with those you
know.  Put up pictures of your family,
your new puppy or your crazy half-
naked neighbor and show them off to
family, friends and anyone else who
happens upon your blog.  

Before long, large corporations began
to see the use of internal blogs for em-
ployees to communicate with one an-
other and to bridge the communication
gap between executive management
and the employee masses.

With that came a simultaneous ben-
efit and threat. Businesses saw a chance
to use blogs to bolster their own brand
by opening a new channel of commu-
nication with customers.  Some realized
they could also use anonymous blog-
gers to bash and defame competitors,
spreading rumors and flat out lies, in
hopes of destroying competition.

Don’t get any ideas! Blog-based
defamation lawsuits are making
lawyers rich. It’s just not worth it.

So, should you start your own busi-
ness blog? First consider:
• Do you have time to write articles or

blog posts at least once a week?  
• Do you have an audience that will

benefit from your content?  
• Will your business benefit from the

time and energy you put forth?  
• Do you have tools in place for repu-

tation management, ensuring your
brand does not end up on the bash-
ing end of a blogger’s tirade?
I recommend you join several other

blogs before starting your own. Look
for blogs that interest you, become a
member or a contributor and get en-
gaged with discussions on each blog.

This will help familiarize you with the
blog world, as well as give you ideas for
your own blog.  

If you choose to create your own blog,
I recommend starting with blogger.com
or wordpress.com, each of which has
free or low-cost offers to get started.

BLOGGING VS. SOCIAL MEDIA
A blog is actually one of many social

media channels. However, where a blog
is essentially an interactive diary or jour-
nal, social media is more synonymous
with local networking, small business
gatherings or Chamber of Commerce
meetings.  Both are forms of PR, net-
working and word-of-mouth self-pro-
moting, but social media as a marketing
channel is more outwardly focused on
getting a message out to the masses. 

Social media can be fun and engaging,
and may gain great exposure for your
business.  But a word of warning: like
blogging, it can be quite time consum-
ing and, if done wrong, it can backfire,
sending a negative impression of your
business to the consumer masses.

Social media comes in many forms.
Message boards, wiki’s, podcasts and
the like are all forms of social media.
Groups like those found on MySpace,
LinkedIn, FaceBook and YouTube are
also considered social media.

Wikis and podcasts may take the form
of tools you offer on your website
in order to get consumers engaged
with your brand. For instance, you
can create podcasts with recent
news or industry trends, and offer
them up as free downloads to in-
terested customers.

Sites like LinkedIn allow you to
set up profiles and set parameters
around what information about

yourself you want displayed. A great ex-
ample of LinkedIn use is to communicate
personal-, business- or career-related up-
dates with your peers. If you are con-
nected to numerous people on this type
of site, updating or distributing your pro-
file will build exposure for you and your
business.

A site like FaceBook also allows profile
creation, but the site is much more inter-
active. I see it more like a professionally
focused MySpace. Sites like this allow you
to become part of a social group that
shares personal and professional infor-
mation with one another, helps each
other with questions and answers, job
posts or connecting you to a critical busi-
ness contact.  

Each of these sites has a use and a
purpose if you spend the time needed
to utilize them wisely. But as with any-
thing “social,” they can quickly become
personally focused, diluting their ben-
efit of building business. Keep it busi-
ness-focused as much as possible.

Is social media worth the effort? Yes, if
you make an effective plan, keep it fo-
cused, monitor your personal and pro-
fessional online reputation and genuinely
get engaged with social groups. 

I mentioned some of the warnings of
blogging and social media earlier. We’ll
discuss these and how to protect your on-
line reputation in a future column.   ■

To Blog or Not to Blog?
Navigating Blogging and Other Social Media

b y  S c o t t  O r t h

S c o t t  O r t h is the director
of Internet marketing services
at GTS in Portland, Ore. He
can be reached at
scotto@gtsservices.com. Mr.
Orth’s opinions are solely his

own and not necessarily those of this
magazine.
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GANAPerspectives

Consider this recent press release
from Congress: “Today, Con-
gress began debate on a bill that

would enact permit costs on flat glass
manufacturers that would more than
wipe out profits.”

The previous release was fiction (sort
of), but if it was real would there be an
outcry from the flat glass industry?
Would proponents of solar energy in
need of large amounts of flat glass
stand up for our industry? (I hope so!)

Yet, in early June the U.S. Senate de-
bated just such permit costs as part of
The Lieberman-Warner America’s Cli-
mate Security Act.  With a slowing
economy and high gas prices, the Sen-
ate (and its constituents) was in no
mood for a “knock-down, drag-out”
fight over energy that would mean in-
creased costs for business.

However, the issue will be back. Both
remaining candidates for president sup-
port greenhouse gas (GHG) regulation.
According to the candidates’ campaign
positions, Senator John McCain sup-
ports a cap-and-trade system that
would set limits on greenhouse gas
emissions. Under Senator McCain’s plan,
GHG emissions will be capped at 60-
percent below 1990 levels by 2050. Sen-
ator Barak Obama supports
implementation of a market-based cap-
and-trade system to reduce carbon
emissions by 80-percent below 1990
levels by 2050. For comparison, The
Lieberman-Warner America’s Climate
Security Act, which is expected to frame
the Congressional debate in 2009, pro-
poses a market-based cap-and-trade
system to reduce carbon emissions by
65-percent below 1990 levels by 2050.

Any cap-and-trade regime instituted
is expected to include an auctioning of

GHG emission credits (i.e. permit
costs). The cost of these credits will un-
duly burden high GHG emitting indus-
tries such as the flat glass industry (and
could wipe out profits).

It is important to note that GHG reg-
ulation through a cap-and-trade
regime has yet to be successful in Eu-
rope, an often cited example for what
should happen in the United States
with regard to GHG regulation. 

The Pew Center on Global Climate
Change reported in May 2008 that the EU
cap-and-trade system, even after three
years of development, is still finding it dif-
ficult to achieve significant reductions in
GHG emissions. The EU effort is showing
that economic conditions, such as the high
price of natural gas, significantly impact
the operation of cap-and-trade regimes.
The EU example certainly demonstrates
that the United States must tread carefully
with regard to GHG regulation in its eco-
nomic times. Additionally, it appears that it
will be years before any GHG reductions
will occur under such a regime while the
negative economic impacts on businesses
may be more immediate.

INDUSTRY VOICES
So how can the flat glass industry get

involved? 
The first step we must take is to edu-

cate legislative decision makers on the
uniqueness of the flat glass production
process. The Glass Association of
North America (GANA) is bringing
this message directly to Capitol Hill
through its Flat Glass Manufacturer
Division’s (FGMD) Climate Change
Committee. This committee
drafted a set of considerations that
will form the basis of the GANA
case to energy issue stakeholders:

• The flat glass industry is energy in-
tensive. It takes 6-7,000 cubic feet of
natural gas to produce one ton of flat
glass. Approximately 5.7 million tons
of flat glass will be produced in the
United States in 2008—implying in-
dustry-wide consumption of 34 to 40
billion cubic feet of natural gas. The
industry also uses nearly 2 billion
kWh of electricity annually.

• Despite recent improvements in re-
ducing emissions, the technology
needed to make dramatic further im-
provements is not on the horizon. Fur-
nace design has been optimized for
energy savings and significant future
reductions in energy consumption are
uncertain. Furnace efficiencies of
more than 50 percent have been
achieved on float furnaces, compared
to about 30 percent in the 1970’s. Heat
recovery is being explored to improve
furnace efficiencies.

• Flat glass is critical to achieving greater
energy efficiency in buildings. Low
emissivity coatings keep heat inside
buildings in the winter and reflect solar
heat in the summer, dramatically re-
ducing both heating and cooling costs
(and related GHG emissions). Coatings
also reduce glare to allow maximum
daylighting. Double-paned insulating
glass units more than double the ther-
mal efficiency of windows. Flat glass is
also vital to the solar power industry.    ■

Energy Crisis
Emission Regulation Places Industry in Peril

b y  B i l l  Y a n e k

B i l l  Y a n e k is the
executive vice president for
the Glass Association of North
America. Mr. Yanek’s opinions
are solely his own and not
necessarily those of this
magazine.
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Finally, glass processing 
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The term “air-gap” refers to inte-
rior glazed partition walls where
the vertical unsupported edges

are similar to a butt joint, but without a
silicone bond between the vertical
edges. The International Building Code
(IBC) states:

2303.4 Interior Glazed Areas. Where
interior glazing is installed adjacent to
a walking surface, the differential de-
flection of two adjacent unsupported
edges shall not be greater than the
thickness of the panels when a force of
50 pounds per lineal foot (psf) (730
N/m) is applied horizontally to one
panel at any point up to 42 inches
(1,067 mm) above the walking surface.
This design of glazing is popular in

department stores and other retail lo-
cations where there is an uninterrupted
view to merchandise on the opposite
side. These vertical tempered panels
often extend from the floor to a height
of 12 inches above the walking surface,
with the only support being at the top
and bottom. This type of glazing will
deflect when a person leans against it
for support. An example might be an
adult who leans against the glass for
support to tie a shoe. If an accompany-
ing child were to slide his/her hand into
the deflected panel and the gap is
greater than the thickness of the glass,
serious injury could result when the
pressure is released.

CODE TALK
The code eliminates the im-

pending hazard by limiting the
deflection to the thickness of the
glass. 

I find that too many installa-
tions specify 3⁄8-inch glass where
½-inch glass would be the only

safe and complying minimum. Other
than increasing the thickness of the
glass to eliminate the scissors-like de-
flection between two unsupported
vertical edges, the best option would
be to silicone the joint, install clips or
install a glass stiffener (an expensive
option).   ■

YOU’VE
BEEN ASKED 
TO QUOTE ON 
A FIRE-RATED 
JOB. DO YOU:

GLASSOPOLIS.COM

T: 1-800-262-9600  F: 1-800-872-9601   

FIRE-RATED

A. Panic

B. Wait on your regular supplier
    for weeks and then panic

C. Call the experts at Glassopolis

The answer, of course, is C. 

Our team of experts can take

the hassle out of ordering

fire-rated glass. Fast quotes.

Knowledgeable service.

Prompt delivery. And top quality

products like SCHOTT PYRAN
®
. 

With Glassopolis, you’ll always 

end up with the right glass for 

the right installation. Panic-free.

GuestBook

The Straight and Narrow 
Preventing Wall Deflection

b y  D o n n  H a r t e r

D o n n  H a r t e r is the
director of technical services
for the Americas Glass
Association. Mr. Harter’s
opinions are solely his own
and not necessarily those of
this magazine.
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Interior glazed partition walls where
the vertical unsupported edges are
similar to a butt joint, but without a
silicone bond between the vertical
edges, is a popular glazing design in
retail locations.
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“Soft Tech developed a great system for us and we are
very pleased with it.

Our internal sales and customer service team use the
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Oldcastle Glass Sells Translucent 
Business to Major Industries

O ldcastle Glass® in Santa Mon-
ica, Calif., has reached an
agreement to sell its translucent

wall and skylight business to Major In-
dustries in Wausau, Wis. Under the
terms of the sale, Major Industries will
assume the translucent wall and sky-
light backlog, and provide warranty
support for existing installations. The
sale closed in July.

The sale will allow Oldcastle Glass
Engineered Products to focus on cus-
tom-engineered curtainwall, store-
fronts, architectural windows and
skylights. Oldcastle Glass will market its

curtainwall products under a new
brand, Oldcastle Glass® Skywall®.

“Through recent acquisitions, we have
become a market leader in custom-engi-
neered curtainwall and have assembled a
comprehensive range of best-in-class
products,” says Ted Hathaway, chief exec-
utive officer of Oldcastle Glass. “Oldcastle
Glass Skywall is the brand for our inte-
grated, custom-engineered curtainwall
systems to close the building envelope.”

Last July Oldcastle acquired the
Vistawall Group (see August 2007 
USGlass, page 14), including its Natu-
ralite and Skywall skylight lines.

The acquisition also allows Major In-
dustries to expand its business. 

“Major Industries’ strategic acquisi-
tion of translucent panel skylights and
curtainwall products from Oldcastle
Glass® creates a full range of translu-
cent daylighting products and cost-ef-
fective solutions for the fenestration
industry,” says Wayne Toenjes, president
of Major Industries Inc. “Our expanded
offering of energy-efficient, LEED®-
friendly products is expected to meet
the needs of architects and building
owners wanting to use natural daylight
in the most cost-effective manner.”   ■
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CompanyNews

United Plate Glass Opens 
New Facility in North Carolina 

United Plate Glass (UPG), a flat
glass and fabrication company
based in Butler, Pa., opened a

new 55,000-square-foot facility in Lin-
colnton, N.C., on June 18. 

Already servicing Western and Cen-

tral Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio,
Northern West Virginia, Southwestern
New York and parts of Maryland, UPG
decided to expand in another fast
growing region, Charlotte, N.C. With
the completion of its 55,000-square-

foot building in Lincolnton,
N.C., in 2008, UPG adds a
third tempering furnace, in-
sulating line, flat polishing
and hole drilling machine to
its multitude of glass fabrica-
tion abilities. 

“The United Plate Glass
family would like to thank the
Lincoln Economic Develop-
ment Association for the
enormous support they have
offered during the entire
process,” says Mike Cully, co-
owner of UPG. “UPG is look-
ing forward to many years of

prosperity in Lincoln County.”
The family-owned and -operated

glass fabrication company was founded
in the 1980s as a local glass distributor
in a 9,000-square-foot building, and
since that time has grown into a multi-
faceted glass fabricator. 
❙❙➤ www.unitedplateglass.com

Will Asahi Glass Co.
Become AGC All Around?

An article in Kyoto News Interna-
tional reported that Kazuhiko Ishimu-
ram, president of Japan-based Asahi
Glass Co., had announced on July 1 that
the company will change its name to
AGC in the future. 

Yet when asked to comment on the
article, Yoshihiko Saito, manager of cor-
porate communications for Asahi Glass,
stated, “Asahi Glass has not decided the
change its name to AGC.” 

According to Saito, Ishimuram has
simply commented during the press
conference, “It seems to be better for
Asahi Glass to change its name to ‘AGC’
after  ‘AGC’ is recognized more widely
than now.” 

Saito did not comment on the likeli-
hood of the company unifying under
one name in the future, but did explain
that the company’s operations—in-
cluding the former AFG Industries and
Glaverbel—were all branded under the
name AGC in 2007 (see January 2007
USGlass, page 16).

In other news, Bloomberg reported
on July 1 that Asahi has said it may in-
crease prices of architectural glass by a
“single-digit” percent in the United
States and Europe. The increases are a
result of higher fuel and raw material
costs. Officials at Asahi would not com-
ment if true.
❙❙➤ www.asahi.com   ■

DuPont PVB Prices to Climb

DuPont Glass Laminating Solutions in Wilmington, Del., has announced
a price increase of up to 30 percent on all grades of its DuPont™
Butacite® polyvinyl butyral interlayer product line, effective August 1.

The price increase has been applied globally, while specifics vary by region. 
While officials with DuPont declined to comment on the regional variances

of the increases, the company has reported that the move is due to the rapid
and unprecedented increases in petrochemical feedstock, energy, freight and
distribution costs. 

“Previous price [increases] were intended to compensate for increases in
these costs; however, they have continued to dramatically increase. The need
for immediate structural improvement is unprecedented and necessary to off-
set margin loss from the higher costs as well as to support continued invest-
ment in growing PVB market applications such as photovoltaics,” says Stephen
L. Cox, director of glass laminating solutions and vinyls - DuPont Packaging &
Industrial Polymers. 
❙❙➤ www.dupont.com 
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Joyce Cully, controller, and Mike Cully, vice
president of United Plate Glass cut the ribbon on
the new 55,000-square-foot fabrication facility
during a ceremony in Lincolnton, N.C.
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innovative GRS Glass Railing Dry Glaze Taper-Loc™
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tempered glass railing applications. The System
includes an Installation/Removal Tool and the CRL
Taper-Loc™ Shim Set for 1/2” (12 mm) or 3/4” (19 mm)
tempered glass applications.

Unique because it uses 
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rather than a vertical wedge 
system, the Taper-Loc™ Shims
are simply installed with CRL’s
exclusive Installation/Removal Tool.

This tool mechanically slides the plates horizontally
in the shoe and compresses them together. 
When compressed they expand in thickness and the
Taper Shims lock in place.  When the correct lock-up
force is applied, the torque wrench will break for a few
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the Taper Shims for glass
alignment or replacement.

The CRL Taper-Loc™
System supports all mounting
methods and is designed 
to meet and exceed code
standards.
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View the Installation Video Online at crlaurence.com
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AAMA Task Group Seeks Data 
on Skylight-Related Accidents

T he American Architectural Manu-
facturers Association’s (AAMA)
Skylight Council’s Skylight Fall

Protection Task Group has been research-
ing instances of skylight-related accidents.
The group intends to present information
to an ASTM task group working on a
“Specification of Human Impact Criteria,
with Procedure for Testing and Rating
Plastic-Glazed Unit Skylights and Related
Products used on Commercial Walkable
Roofs for Fall-Through Resistance.” ASTM
currently is in the process of developing a
standard for skylight safety (see May 2008
USGlass, page 44). 

“The intent of this document is to
prevent a human from falling onto a
surface below,” says John Westerfield of
CrystaLite, who chairs the AAMA group.

At this point there is very little data
available on how many people have fallen
through skylights, how far they’ve fallen,
who was injured or what type of product
was involved, and that is data the group is
seeking in order to help ASTM best draft
its standard.

“It’s very frustrating to have these in-
stances brought up and not have good

Codes&Regulations
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continued on page 22

ASTM is pursuing a 
standard specification on 

human impact on glazed unit skylights. 
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double-action pivot system from
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all-glass double-action doors
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Codes&Regulations
continued

data,” commented one AAMA task group
member during a June conference call.

In July, the group prepared a poten-
tial skylight fall survey to issue to man-
ufacturers in order to gather instances
of skylight-related injuries, or the lack
thereof. During a conference call, task
group members shared accounts of
those incidents with which they were
familiar—some manufacturers had
gone 30 years without a single accident
while others had experienced a small
handful of incidents in as much time. 

Among other recent tasks, the task
group has updated its scope to exclude
single-family houses from its language.
“ … It would be the responsibility of
the homeowner to warn anyone who’s
going to be on the roof,” Westerfield said
to those members on the June confer-
ence call who questioned the exclusion.

Jack Riley of Arkema, however, of-

fered another perspective—on the
scope as a whole.

“Shouldn’t there be some type of dis-
claimer in here, like ‘no skylight will offer
protection for people in all possibili-
ties?’” he asked. “There’s no way you can
make a skylight 100-percent fall-proof,
because you never know what kind of
conditions are going to come up.”

However, Westerfield advised he felt the
building owner and/or contractor would
still maintain responsibility for safety.

“I don’t think this is replacing the
responsibility of the building owner or
contractor for providing fall protec-
tion,” he said.

One task group member noted that the
National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health’s (NIOSH) document 2004-
156, “Preventing Falls of Workers through
Skylights and Roof and Floor Openings,”
addresses the responsibility matter. 

Another member suggested that per-
haps laminated glass manufacturers
should also be involved in this part of the
process—particularly with relation to
weathering and how it might affect a sky-
light’s strength.

Westerfield mentioned the fact that
another option is utilizing screens or
security grilles, but that these may rust
easily in a marine climate, causing
them to lose strength quickly.

“There are a lot of other things that
need to be thrown into this weathering
area,” said another member.

Westerfield presented the revised, still-in-
progress scope to the ASTM group in June.

“There is much to be discussed and de-
bated,” Westerfield says. “However, mov-
ing forward with new drafted documents
is a step in the right direction toward de-
veloping a standard/test method based on
a consensus of all those involved.” ■
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ContractGlazing

Top 25 General Contractors by Revenue
and Contract Announced 

A list of the top revenue-generat-
ing general contractors has
been released by ENR maga-

zine. The rankings are based on do-
mestic revenue, including construction
management at-risk, for general build-

ing and manufacturing plants. ENR
also has released a list of those general
contractors that held the largest con-
tracts in 2007.

IUPAT, DC 7 Inks 
5 Year Pact with Reliant
Glass & Door Systems

Reliant Glass & Door Systems LLC in
Sheboygan, Wis., has reached a five-year
agreement with its trade union part-
ners, Local Union No. 1204 of Painters
& Allied Trades, District Council No. 7,
AFL-CIO.  The parties announced their
new collective bargaining agreement in
early July, the terms of which are
retroactive to June 1, 2008.

“We worked hard to get an agreement
that satisfies the healthcare, retirement
and wage needs of our team, and were
able to help the local union representa-
tion achieve many of their goals during
the process,” says Jim Winistorfer, presi-
dent and chief executive officer of Reliant. 
❙❙➤ www.reliantglassanddoor.com

Trainor Glass Expands
National Drafting Center 

Trainor Glass, headquartered in Alsip,
Ill., has made plans to expand its draft-
ing center in Michigan City, Ind. A com-
pany announcement says it will invest
more than $1.9 million to consolidate its
Illinois and Indiana drafting operations
into a newly purchased 20,000-square-
foot facility in the northwest Indiana city.

Trainor, which employs 28 associates
at its existing Michigan City drafting
center and more than 500 across the
country, plans to begin hiring drafting
and computer aided-design associates to
staff the new national drafting center
this summer to coincide with the open-
ing of the new facility. 
❙❙➤ www.trainorglass.com ■
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The Top 25 
General Contractors 

Rank Firm Revenue in $ Million

1 The Turner Corp. 7,925.0

2 Bovis Lend Lease 5,094.0

3 Perini Corp. 4,236.0

4 Whiting-Turner Co. 3,623.0

5 Skanska USA Inc. 3,526.2

6 Clark Group 3,314.0

7 Gilbane Building Co. 2,681.6

8 J.E. Dunn  Group 2,623.4

9 Structure Tone 2,563.3

10 McCarthy Holdings Inc. 2,325.0

11 Balfour Beatty 
Construction 2,218.1

12 Hensel Phelps 
Construction Co. 2,215.5

13 Webcor Builders 2,023.9

14 Swinerton Inc. 1,993.0

15 Opus Group 1,848.0

16 Brasfield & Gorrie LLC 1,791.2

17 The Yates Cos. Inc. 1,741.6

18 Hunt Construction 1,700.0

19 M.A. Mortenson Co. 1,516.9

20 The Weitz Co. LLC 1,491.3

21 Tutor-Saliba Corp. 1,444.0

22 Suffolk Construction 1,219.7

23 Pepper Construction 1,203.0

24 PCL Enterprises Inc. 1,179.8

25 Manhattan 
Construction Co. 1,140.7

Source: ENR

Top Contractors 
by New Contracts

2007 Contracts 
Rank Firm (in $ million)

1 Fluor Corp. 22,590.0

2 Bechtel 17,458.0

3 Jacobs 11,314.2

4 The Turner Corp. 10,500.0

5 Bovis Lend Lease 10,102.2

6 Skanska USA Inc. 7,733.4

7 Kiewit Corp. 7,673.4

8 CB & I 7,307.0

9 Foster Wheeler Ltd. 7,088.0

10 The Shaw Group Inc. 6,617.9

11 McDermott 
International Inc. 6,542.9

12 PCL Construction 
Enterprises Inc. 6,536.6

13 Clark Group 4,610.6

14 Whiting-Turner Co. 4,600.0

15 KBR 4,468.5

16 McCarthy Holdings Inc. 3,990.0

17 Gilbane Building Co. 3,873.7

18 Perini Corp. 3,745.5

19 Hunt Construction 3,400.0

20 URS Corp. 3,198.2

21 Structure Tone 3,196.0

22 Black & Veatch 3,124.3

23 J.E. Dunn Group 3,020.8

24 CH2M Hill 3,018.6

25 Balfour Beatty 
Construction 2,964.5

Source: ENR
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SolarWatch

Solutia Establishes New Photovoltaic
Business for Thin-film Solar Panels

S t. Louis-based Solutia Inc. has
established a Saflex® photo-
voltaic business to serve the

rapidly growing market for thin-film
solar panels.

“As energy demand and public pol-
icy drive the rapid adoption of renew-
able energy, the global market for
thin-film solar panels is growing at a
rate of 40 percent per year,” says Jeffry
N. Quinn, chairman, president and
chief executive officer of Solutia. “Our
Saflex business is the world’s leading
producer of polyvinyl butyral (PVB) in-
terlayer, which is emerging as the en-
capsulant of choice in the thin-film

solar panel market. Within the next 7 to
10 years, our Saflex business expects to
build photovoltaic into a third major
market, which will be comparable in
size to its traditional architectural and
automotive markets.”

These investments span sites in Bel-
gium, China, Mexico and the United
States, significantly increasing capacity
for Saflex PVB interlayer as well as But-
var® PVB resin (the key raw material
used to make Saflex PVB interlayer).

“While the world market for PVB is
tight, we expect to sell an increasing
amount of Saflex PVB interlayer to
photovoltaic customers,” says Luc De

Temmerman, senior vice president of
Solutia Inc. and president of Saflex.
“Importantly, we will continue to in-
vest in PVB capacity and technology
to meet the growing demands of our
current and future customers across
the architectural, automotive and pho-
tovoltaic markets.”
❙❙➤ www.saflex.com

Arch Aluminum 
Adds Solar Division

Arch Aluminum & Glass Co. Inc. in
Tamarac, Fla., has added a new
SOLAR COMMAND™ manufacturing
and fabrication division. Using inter-
nally developed, patent pending tech-
nology, the company is now making
several products for the growing solar
industry, including material for vari-
ous photovoltaic and solar transmis-
sion systems.

“We’ve created a tremendous system
that has allowed our solar customers
the ability to get their products faster
and more plentiful than ever before,”
says director of solar operations Tony
Lawson. “Our set-up allows companies
both in North America and globally the
abilities and options that used to be in-
credibly difficult.”

Aside from fabricating the products
for the various solar systems, Arch is
also offering the ability to manufac-
ture production lines for the solar
community.

“The growth of solar technology has
been tremendous, but there’s a notable
shortage in the ability to not only fabri-
cate the material but have the lines to
manufacture. With our program cus-
tomers all over the world will have op-
tions and resources like never before,”
Lawson says.
❙❙➤ www.archaluminum.net    ■

Architectural Glass & Aluminum
Partners with Solar Film Producer 

HelioVolt Corp., a producer of highly-efficient thin film solar energy prod-
ucts in Austin, Texas, and Architectural Glass & Aluminum Co. (AGA) in
Irvine, Calif., have formed a partnership to develop and manufacture

building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) products. The joint offering will incor-
porate high-quality solar energy systems directly into standardized curtainwall
products. By embedding PV thin film into building materials, the solar-enabled
curtainwalls are designed to improve aesthetics, simplify installation and re-
duce operating costs for solar energy in new construction. 

“Driven by the inherent value of being able to generate clean electricity at the
same place it’s being consumed, the market for distributed solar energy is de-
veloping at breakneck speed,” says HelioVolt chief executive officer (CEO) Dr. BJ
Stanbery. “In addition to offering advances over the typical solar panel products
that dominate the market today, HelioVolt’s manufacturing process enables next-
generation smart building materials capable of powering cities of the future.” 

“AGA has a 40-year history of delivering specialized curtainwall products and
services to our customers throughout the Western United States. This new
solar-enabled product line will add value and innovation to our already trusted
offering,” says Joe Brescia, CEO of AGA. “HelioVolt’s unique manufacturing
process and quality of the resulting CIGS thin film make the company a valued
partner as we move into a new category of BIPV products.” 
❙❙➤ www.aga-ca.com
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McGraw-Hill Construction
has released its annual
Construction Outlook

Midyear Update. The major findings
of the forecast, authored by Robert
Murray, vice president of economic

affairs for McGraw-Hill Construc-
tion, include:
• New construction starts for 2008

are estimated at $558.5 billion,
down 11 percent from 2007. 

• Commercial building witnessed fur-
ther expansion in 2006 and 2007,
which carried over into the first quar-
ter of 2008. However, a slower econ-
omy and tighter lending conditions
are causing projects to be deferred,
and the loss of momentum will take
firmer hold as the year proceeds. For
2008, commercial building will re-
treat 8 percent in dollar volume and
16 percent in square feet. Stores and
warehouses are the most vulnerable
to decline in the near term, while
lesser reductions are anticipated for
hotels and office buildings. 

• Institutional building in 2008 con-
tinues to see a strong amount of ed-
ucational structures reach
groundbreaking, helped by expan-
sions for colleges and universities.
The 2008 forecast for institutional
building calls for a 2-percent gain in
dollar volume, although square
footage will settle back 3 percent. 
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IndustryOutlook
2008 Construction Starts 

Down 11 Percent to $558.5 Billion 

2008 National Estimates on Construction Starts
Contract Value 2006 2007 2008 %
(millions of dollars) Actual Actual Forecast Change

Stores and shopping centers 25,444 29,242 25,250 -14
Office buildings 30,551 31,531 30,550 -3
Hotels and motels 14,476 14,084 14,825 +5
Other commercial buildings 22,243 23,631 20,375 -14
Manufacturing buildings 13,455 16,849 17,975 +7
Educational buildings 49,925 52,466 53,525 +2
Healthcare facilities 24,191 23,476 23,200 -1
Other institutional buildings 36,431 39,522 40,575 +3
Total Nonresidential 216,716 230,801 226,275 -2

2008 National Estimates on Construction Starts
Floor Area 2006 2007 2008 %
(millions of square feet) Actual Actual Forecast Change

Stores and shopping centers 308 311 253 -19
Office buildings 208 215 192 -11
Hotels and motels 82 86 77 -10
Other commercial buildings 417 426 353 -17
Manufacturing buildings 83 83 78 -6
Educational buildings 230 220 217 -1
Healthcare facilities 110 101 96 -5
Other institutional buildings 197 197 189 -4
Total Nonresidential 1,635 1,639 1,455 -11
Source: McGraw-Hill Construction Research and Analytics

Turner Construction Issues Building Cost Index

Turner Construction Co. in New York has announced
that construction costs increased 1.57 percent over
the first quarter 2008. 

According to Karl F. Almstead, vice president, “Driven by
global demand and supply, construction materials and com-
modity costs continue to rise, with some experiencing double
digit price escalation since the first quarter of 2008. Steel,
copper, aluminum, asphalt, roofing and PVC are all experi-
encing price spikes. Increased energy costs are also adding
pricing pressure on both manufacturing and transportation.” 

The Cost Index is determined by several factors considered
on a nationwide basis—labor rates and productivity, material
prices and the competitive condition of the marketplace.  
❙❙➤ www.turnerconstruction.com
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* The glass and glassware category includes all types of glass products, including flat glass. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Releases May Import-Export Price Index

The U.S. Import Price Index rose
2.3 percent in May, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the U.S.

Department of Labor reported, fol-

lowing advances of 2.4 percent in
April and 3.0 percent in March. Ris-
ing prices for both petroleum and
nonpetroleum imports factored into

the increases. The price index for
overall exports advanced 0.3 percent
in May after rising 0.5 percent the
previous month.    ■

Description

Relative
Importance Index Annual %

Change Monthly % Change

Apr. ‘08 May ‘08 Apr. ‘08 May ‘07 –
May ‘08

Jan. ‘08 -
Feb. ‘08

Feb. ‘08 –
Mar. ‘08

Mar. ‘08 –
Apr. ‘08

Apr. ‘08 -
May ‘08

Stone, plaster, cement,
asbestos, ceramics, glass etc. 0.891 115.2 115.3 4.4 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.1

Ceramic products 0.290 124.9 125.0 7.2 2.0 0.2 0.5 0.1
Glass and glassware* 0.285 113.2 113.3 2.1 -0.1 0.2 -0.4 0.1
Primary metal manufacturing 5.970 177.8 181.1 20.8 4.9 8.4 5.6 1.9
Fabricated metal 
product manufacturing 2.441 116.4 117.4 8.8 0.4 0.6 1.3 0.9

Base metals and 
articles of base metals 6.954 195.7 202.0 15.8 2.0 4.7 6.6 3.2

Iron and steel 2.169 272.1 292.6 46.4 3.7 6.5 12.2 7.5
Articles of iron or steel 1.604 148.7 152.0 18.8 1.3 2.6 2.7 2.2
Copper and articles thereof 0.853 324.4 333.8 9.1 5.3 8.5 5.5 2.9
Aluminum and articles thereof 1.013 158.2 158.5 7.2 0.7 5.8 5.7 0.2
Miscellaneous 
articles of base metal 0.419 127.5 128.1 2.7 -0.1 0.4 0.4 0.5

U.S. Import Prices Indexes and Percent Changes for May

U.S. Export Prices Indexes and Percent Changes for May

Description

Relative
Importance Index Annual %

Change Monthly % Change

Apr. ‘08 May ‘08 Apr. ‘08 May ‘07 –
May ‘08

Jan. ‘08 -
Feb. ‘08

Feb. ‘08 –
Mar. ‘08

Mar. ‘08 –
Apr. ‘08

Apr. ‘08 -
May ‘08

Stone, plaster, cement, 
asbestos, ceramics, glass etc. 0.786 111.3 111.1 1.7 0.0 0.1 -0.4 -0.2

Glass and glassware* 0.428 100.0 100.0 2.4 -0.1 0.4 0.3 0.0
Primary metal manufacturing 4.933 151.9 152.1 20.0 5.2 7.0 3.0 0.1
Fabricated metal 
product manufacturing 2.634 115.0 115.3 2.4 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3

Base metals and 
articles of base metals 5.966 179.2 181.2 7.5 3.1 4.0 1.9 1.1

Iron and steel 1.557 232.5 242.3 17.8 7.1 6.0 0.3 4.2
Articles of iron or steel 1.376 150.9 152.7 2.8 0.6 0.4 0.1 1.2
Copper and articles thereof 0.727 271.6 267.2 10.2 7.4 7.1 2.8 -1.6
Aluminum and articles thereof 1.040 155.5 154.6 2.6 1.1 7.1 3.5 -0.6
Miscellaneous 
articles of base metal 0.359 128.2 128.9 1.3 0.5 -1.1 0.1 0.5

IndustryOutlook
continued
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In July the International Code Coun-
cil’s (ICC) Code Technology Com-
mittee (CTC) resolved to research

standards for marking the rating of
fire-resistance and fire protection glaz-
ing (see July 2008 USGlass, page 28, for
more on the meeting that led to this).

The ICC has required fire-rated glass
products be labeled since 2003. So why,
five year later, is a discussion still being
held about how to label these products?
Have fire-rated glazing (FRG) products
changed so drastically in that time?
Have opinions shifted? Have code offi- cials found the existing system too dif-

ficult to decipher? 
That last point is one frequently cited

by those FRG manufacturers in favor of
a new system, and an argument de-
rided by proponents of the existing sys-
tem. The only issue on which all agree
in principle is that code officials need
some form of assistance when it comes
to enforcing the appropriate installa-
tion of FRG products. 

Does the current labeling system re-
ally help the code officials? Or is the on-
going debate simply hurting the use of
FRG? 

Doing It for 
the Code Officials 

Pilkington initially spearheaded the
introduction of a labeling system into
the International Building Code. 

“Our feeling was that the code offi-
cials needed to know what product
goes into what application, to make
sure the code inspector can look at a
label and quickly ascertain if it’s the
right product or not, being that FRG is
still relatively new on the market,” says
Bret Penrod, general manager of fire
protection for Pilkington North Amer-
ica in Toledo, Ohio.
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Wearing a

Label
As the Fire-Rated Labeling Debate 
Continues, the Glazing Industry 
Risks Being Labeled as Divisive 
Megan Headley

As the use of fire-rated glazing grows
in a number of applications, code
officials need more help than ever in
correctly identifying products.

The current system for labeling fire-
rated glazing has been questioned
and reevaluated since day one, and
now the International Code Council is
stepping up to see if the issue can be
sorted out.
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“It was intended to include informa-
tion on the label so that the code offi-
cial could determine at a glance what
type of FRG they were dealing with,”
says Thom Zaremba, an industry con-
sultant with Roetzel & Andress in
Toledo, Ohio, who has represented Pilk-
ington on FRG issues. 

“We thought that there needed to be
a more clear system on how to identify
products and where products should
be used in a real world installation,”
adds Devin Bowman, national sales
manager for Technical Glass Products
(TGP) in Kirkland, Wash. 

Currently, if the glazing meets fire,
temperature rise and hose-stream test-
ing specified in ASTM E119 for a fire-
rated wall, it is labeled with a “W,”
followed by the time in minutes of its fire
resistance. If the glass meets both the fire
and hose-stream testing specified in
NFPA 257 for “opening” protectives, the
glazing will be labeled with an “OH” for
“opening” and “hose-stream” tested, fol-
lowed by the time in minutes of its fire-
protection rating. If the glass meets the
fire-testing specified in NFPA 252 for a
“door,” it is labeled with a “D.” Neither 20-
minute doors, nor the glass in them,
need to meet the hose-stream test when

other protective openings do. Because
some doors limit temperature rises to
450 degrees Fahrenheit during the first
30 minutes of the fire test, the labeling
system also adds an “H” designation if
the glazing in a door does meet the hose
stream test or an “NH” if it does not. In
addition, it adds a “T” if the glazing can
meet the temperature rise limitation and
an “NT” if it cannot. The time in minutes
that the glazing is fire rated is also in-
cluded on the label (for more informa-
tion, see April 2006 USGlass, page  70). 

Not everyone finds this to be a sim-
ple system. 

“I just don’t think it fits within the

confines of what we’re trying to get
across to the building official, the ar-
chitect and anybody else,” says Scott
Foote, an independent consultant for
AGC InterEdge Technologies LLC in
Sausalito, Calif. “The authority having
jurisdiction should be able to look at
that glass and immediately identify it
as a product that belongs in that par-
ticular location and I don’t think it an-
swers that question.” 

To answer that, changes to the code
have been proposed on several occa-
sions in the past. One would change

continued on page 34

It doesn’t need to be reevaluated
when it’s been accepted by the

people who need it.
—Bret Penrod, Pilkington
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The glass might just get a glance as code officials quickly go
through a building. Some fire-rated glazing manufacturers ask if
the current label for their products helps keep this inspection
quick—and efficient.

http://www.usglassmag.com
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from the D-O-W system to the use of P
for fire protective glazing and R for fire-
resistant glazing—rather than labeling
the glass for location, it would be la-
beled for performance.

“That simplifies everything and,
within the context of the code, there is
a clear line of what’s the appropriate ap-
plication of protective versus resistive,”
says Jeff Griffiths, director of business
development for SAFTI FIRST Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions, a subsidiary
of O’Keeffe’s Inc. in San Francisco. 

“Generally speaking we have two
types of products in FRG,” explains Len
Brunette, president of Vetrotech-Saint
Gobain in Auburn, Wash. “We have fire

protective products, those products
that are not required to block radiant
heat, and we have fire resistive prod-
ucts, which are required to block radi-
ant heat.”

While the intent of the proposal may
be to simplify matters for code officials,
it has certainly made things more com-
plicated for FRG manufacturers.

Code Confusion
Whether a label needs to be used

hasn’t been the real question of late;
now that it’s here, manufacturers say
they want to find the best way to make
the code officials’ job easier. 

“What I hear from code officials is,

‘My code official has to run through this
building, he’s got X number of minutes
to make an inspection of it, and he’s
probably looking at glass, he’s looking
at electrical, he’s looking at plumbing,
he’s got all these things to be concerned
with, how do you, Mr. Glass Manufac-
turer, make it easier for my inspectors
to identify products,’” says Brunette.

While to simplify the process for
those officials seems an admirable
enough goal, there’s a difference of
opinion on whether this is a goal code
officials have requested. 

“Since this system has been live we
really haven’t had any feedback that this
is a confusing system or they’re having
any problems using the new label,”
Bowman says.  

As Penrod points out, “The code offi-
cials are the ones that voted for it at the
meetings and the hearings; they’re the
ones that keep voting down the other
proposals.” 

He adds that since Pilkington began
labeling its products in 2005, they
haven’t heard any reports of confusion. 

Others interpret the silence 
differently. 

“It’s still never been explained to us
by the proponent of this labeling how
it’s to be implemented, what the real lo-
gistics are and who’s been looking for
this labeling. Certainly the building of-
ficials aren’t because our phones would
be ringing off the hook at this point,”
says Griffith.  

Confusion seems to occur on a case-
by-case basis, as many professionals
do report stories of building profes-
sionals confused by this system. 

“I’ve talked with code officials and
they tell me that, quite honestly,”
Brunette says, “if you had an inspector
who went out to the jobsite and he saw
a piece of glass and it had the W, O, NH
and any other letters that might pertain
to that piece of material, he would have
to have a scorecard to identify it.
Whereas if he has only the P or the R he
needs to know ‘What am I requiring in
this opening?’”
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industry organizations are aiming to
assist in educating code officials
about this product and its labeling
system. 

Wearing a

Label
continued from page 33
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“A couple months ago I was doing a
training of fire service marshals,” recalls
Kate Steel, a code consultant who repre-
sented the Americas Glass Association’s
(AGA) Fire and Safety Glazing Council
(FSGC) in this last code cycle, “… and
I’m trying to go through this marking
system and they ask, ‘How are we going
to understand this in the field? How are
we going to lean down and look (realiz-
ing how many panels per floor they have
to look at)? How are we going to do this?
Number one, we need a cheat sheet, so
we know what the code says and we can
line the markings up. And then we’re
physically going to have to be down there
trying to decipher D, H, T, OH? It just isn’t
going to work for us.’”

“The current system that has been
set up is just ridiculously difficult and
is very confusing to those with a lot of
experience in the industry so you can
imagine what it’s like for someone with
very little experience,” adds Mike Gross-
man, manager of technical services of
Vitro America in Memphis, Tenn. 

But as Bowman points out, that’s the
nature of change, and it’s nothing a lit-
tle training can’t fix down the line.

“I think change in general can be
confusing,” he says. “I think once how
the system works is explained to them
it’s pretty easy to understand.” 

TGP provides presentations to more
than 2,000 code officials each year
about a variety of topics, including the
code requirements. And groups such as
the Glass Association of North America
(GANA) and the AGA are aiming to as-
sist in educational efforts. 

Fanning the Flames
The proposed change to the code

would label FRG for its performance
rather than a location. 

“Often times I think, as a manufac-
turer, we don’t know where the glass is
going when people order it from us,”
says Diana San Diego, communications
manager for SAFTI FIRST. “But we
know if it’s right for a protective appli-
cation or resistive application.” 

But Zaremba says of the current sys-
tem, “It has nothing to do with where
the product is going to go.”

“We include those designations if the
product is able to meet them,” Bowman
explains. “We put all those designations
on the product as it’s capable of carry-
ing the designation.” 

“Because we have product that is
appropriate for both doors and win-
dows, it carries over into both open-
ings,” says Bowman. “It’s pretty
self-explanatory. Once you have a lite
of glass, you know that it’s appropriate
for a door or you know that it can also
be used in a window.” 

But is the current labeling system so
self-explanatory? 

“[Code officials] can look at the glass
and they can see what tests for the glass
have been completed and see what the
glass is supposedly appropriate for, but,
the designations on this label don’t nec-
essarily guarantee that the glass is ap-
propriate for the particular application,”
Griffith says. “For instance, if you have a
piece of glass that’s fire-rated for 45
minutes and designated D for a door
application because it’s safety-rated
glass, the door that it gets put in could
be a 90-minute door and could require
temperature rise protection.” 

Zaremba argues that such issues are
prevented in the very beginning, dur-
ing the design. 

“You don’t just grab a piece of glass,
haul it out to a jobsite and say ‘let’s see
well I’ll just go stick it here.’ It doesn’t
work that way. There are plans and
specifications that specify what prod-
uct is used where, that’s being done by
the architects and engineers and the
people specifying the product for the
location,” he says. “It really is people try-
ing to raise confusion where really the
only way you can get confused is if you

really don’t understand how the system
works in the first place.”

A few professionals also point out
that they’ve seen the wrong product
used in the wrong application.

“I think we’ve seen projects out there
where we’ve got a product in and we
look at it and well it’s not the right prod-
uct. So how did it get misused?”
Brunette asks.

Upper Limits
Although a glazing product can be

tested for anything a manufacturer re-
quests, these professionals say that
doesn’t necessarily mean it should be. 

“It is confusing when [a test labora-
tory] tests products with no upper lim-
its and they put 60 and 90 minute labels
on these products—but the codes limit
those products to 45 minutes so they’re
testing well beyond the code require-
ments,” Foote says, adding “That’s the
real issue.”

As an example, he explains that UL
might rate a ceramic product for 60
minutes. “The codes limit for a maxi-
mum 45-minute listing on an interior
basis, but because UL rated those ce-
ramic products for an excess of 45 min-
utes they get to put that O on the glass
and it continues the confusion in the
marketplace,” Foote says.

Steel adds another example. “There’s
a 60- and 90-minute rating for fire pro-
tective products that have markings for
OH 60 DH NT 60 and the listing is for
transoms and sidelites. None of the
codes allow a fire protection-rated
product in a 60- or 90-minute transom
or sidelite. And that’s a huge failing of
this marking system.” 

According to Foote, NFPA 257 at one
point had an upper limit of 45-minute

continued on page 36

… If you had an inspector that went out to
the jobsite and he saw a piece of glass and it
had the W, O, HS and any other letters that
might pertain to that piece of material, he

would have to have a scorecard to identify it. 
—Len Brunette, Vetrotech 
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rating for windows, but the restrictions
were removed once clear fire-rated
products came on the market. “So you
can get a label that says UL-rated for 90
minutes but the building codes limit
that opening to 45 minutes. And that’s
where the whole confusion comes in,”
Foote says. 

But why go through the time and ex-
pense of testing if it’s not only not re-
quired but not allowed by the codes?

“It’s a marketing game,” Foote says.
“As one building official said years ago
when all this confusion came up, basi-
cally it’s a false sense of security. Just
because you’re putting a 90-minute
glazing in a one-hour wall doesn’t
mean that it belongs there.” 

If We Can’t All Get Along—
Let the Building 
Officials Sort it Out

So is this an issue that will eventually
be silenced as more code officials come
to understand the system?  

“It seems like it’s in place—I don’t
think anybody needs to really look at
it,” says Penrod. “It doesn’t need to be
reevaluated when it’s been accepted by
the people who need it.”

Yet the system has been questioned
and reevaluated since day one—does-
n’t that mean something needs to
change?

Maybe. But with disagreement rife
among the manufacturers, it seems un-
likely at this point that waiting it out
will bring an end to the issue. 

According to Zaremba, “O’Keeffe’s
representatives had asked the Fire
Rated Glazing Council (FRGC) of
GANA to address this issue, which it
agreed to do. After the FRGC agreed to
do that, O’Keefe’s then went to the ICC’s
code technology committee and asked
them to look at it.”

The CTC is made up of building code
officials while GANA’s group consists of

glass manufacturers. Among the objec-
tives of the ICC committee are identi-
fying and making recommendations
for the elimination of conflicts among
the codes and standards. The commit-
tee also evaluates new technology or
concepts that are related to the require-
ments being investigated. Where the
new technology is not already con-
tained in the codes, the committee may
form study groups on various topics,
with the board’s approval. The CTC
may be composed of code officials, as
well as representatives of interested or-
ganizations and professions with
knowledge and experience in the issues
being studied.

While the code officials are the audi-
ence for whom the label is ultimately
intended, some point out that the group
lacks the technical knowledge that
manufacturers can impart. 

“You end up having to look for two
different types of people,” says Gross-
man. “Number one, people who know
something about glass—and a lot of
code people don’t. They know some
general knowledge about a lot of differ-
ent things but a lot of times don’t
have a very detailed knowledge
about certain aspects of the prod-
ucts. So you need somebody with
that information. You also need
somebody who carries a lot of
weight, which the code people do
simply because of their position.

And if you can get both of those entities
working together then usually you can
end up with a pretty good situation.” 

Steel explains that the CTC will allow
input from a variety of areas. 

“This is an opportunity to have all
the interests, all the stakeholders of the
code enforcement community, glazing
contractors, architects … it’s really im-
portant to get everyone to weigh in on
this,” Steel says.

“To some extent I really think it
should be looked at by the code officials
and the manufacturers should get out
of the way,” Griffith says.

It’s dissension like this that causes
Grossman to worry. “The problem is, if
you get any dissension among manu-
facturers on the floor, the code com-
mittees will use that as a reason for not
passing anything because they see it as
conflict within the industry,” he says.
“They want unanimity. They get very
worried about any kind of conflict in
the industry. In this case because there
was already conflict in place, it looks as
if the ICC might be best suited to solve
that problem.”    ■

M e g a n  H e a d l e y is the
editor of UUSGlass magazine. For an expanded version 

of this article, visit
www.usglassmag.com.
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A labeling system for fire-rated glazing
was originally added to the code to help
officials quickly determine if the right
product is in place. 

Wearing a

Label
continued from page 35
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No Matter What The Style!

Consistency Always Matters…

© 2007 Nordson Corporation

Consistency of primary and secondary seal
dispensing is simple with Nordson’s new
DuraDrum™ IG bulk melter.

Specifically developed for insulated glass
manufacturing, DuraDrum IG melters use
gear pumps and metering capability for
consistent seal application from front
edge to back edge of each spacer.

Use of the gear pump eliminates the need
for compensators or regulators used with
piston pumps. And, the all-electric, seal-less
pump design simplifies maintenance while
providing easy operation.

Whether you are using automated, 
semi-automated or manual systems,
DuraDrum IG bulk melters simply and 
easily improve the accuracy and 
repeatability of seal
application. So, 
consistency is 
simple.

Contact Nordson® today to see how the
DuraDrum IG bulk melter can help you
improve insulated glass seal consistency.
Please call 800-683-2314 or visit us at
www.nordson.com.

When you expect more.®

http://www.nordson.com
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New HeightsIGMA Members
Make Progress
in Whistler 

by Megan Headley

I f the lofty heights of the moun-
tains in Whistler, B.C.—the
faces of which Olympic athletes
will ski down during the 2010
Winter Games—wasn’t enough

to inspire the members of the Insulating
Glass Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA)
toward progress during their June meet-
ing—then there was always the low twi-
light temperatures reminding those
attendees of the importance of good in-
sulating glass (IG) units. 

Not that a reminder was necessary. At-
tendees of the summer meeting quickly
picked up where they had left off in Jan-
uary (see March 2008 USGlass, page 56)
and were soon making progress on a
number of items. 

Visually Speaking  
At the January meeting the visual

quality working group had resolved to
keep its visual quality guidelines doc-
ument as one document that would ad-
dress differences in commercial and
residential visual obstructions, rather
than separating it into two distinct doc-
uments addressing these variations.
The document had been distributed for
further review and, at this meeting one
negative and several “approved with
comments” were reviewed.

In explaining his negative, David
Modtland of Pella Corp. said that when
he put the document to the test and ac-
tually applied it, he found that the in-
spection distance “creates a level of
confusion.” To begin with, Modtland
proposed changing the inspection dis-
tance to two meters instead of three. He

also said that the document still need
wording stating that if an obstruction is
detected at that distance, then the
viewer would need to measure to see if
it meets the conformance requirements. 

That confusion brought the group
back to the differences between inspect-
ing residential and commercial IG units. 

Cliff Monroe of Arch Aluminum and
Glass commented that residential cus-
tomers are far more diligent in their in-
spections than would be someone who
worked in a commercial building—
and they wouldn’t be backing up three
meters to inspect. “Using that docu-
ment for residential glass will create a
problem,” he said. 

Ultimately, though, the motion to
move the inspection distance was not
approved in order to keep the docu-
ment similar to the language and re-
quirements of existing standards. 

Modtland also suggested that the
document should not be limited to an
installed IG, a suggestion that made for
fruitful discussion. 

Providing a guideline for manufac-
turers alone wouldn’t work either, the
group agreed. As Ray Wakefield of
Trulite Industries pointed out, some of
the visual obstructions discussed in the
document, such as seal failures, wouldn’t
happen in IG units right off the line, so
the document would necessarily apply
to manufacturers and to installed units.

This discussion naturally led into an-
other question about whether to address
uninstalled units. This question revolved
around an appropriate definition of a
“sightline,” and, specifically, whether the

document’s definition referred to an in-
stalled IG unit’s sightline or that of a
standalone unit. Ultimately the question
was resolved by adding a definition for
“daylight opening” as a reference to the
installed units. The language for the def-
inition was drafted quickly during the
meeting to help move the document
along; this language and other editorial
changes were re-balloted.

Gas Permeability Group
Accepts Research Proposal 

The gas permeability working group
agreed to recommend to the board to ac-
cept CAN-BEST’s request for proposal
(RFP) to develop a test protocol for
argon permeability through IG units. In
addition to choosing a test lab, the group
also made decisions on which sealant
and spacer types to study, as well as a de-
cision to focus on 6-inch samples. 

“We want a reasonable cross-section
of what’s available on the marketplace,”
noted chair Bruce Virnelson of PRC
DeSoto International. 

To show the extremes of permeability,
the group decided to test a variety of
sealants. The research will address
warm-edge spacers and aluminum spac-
ers in a variety of finishes and profiles. 

“We’re only looking at surface chem-
istry,” Virnelson reminded group mem-
bers as they narrowed their selections. 

Ultimately the research will include
approximately 60 samples. All samples
will be tested at 70 degrees Fahrenheit,
with a selected number tested at 140
degrees Fahrenheit. 

Following the board’s approval and

http://www.usglassmag.com


final “tweaking” of the request for pro-
posal, the group expects to move for-
ward on this research.

And who will do the testing of these
units? As Wakefield later told the tech-
nical services committee, “We’ll have a
list of people that can help make the
samples when the time comes.” 

How Much Guidance Can 
A Glazing Guideline Give?

The glazing guidelines working
group, chaired by Ken Shelbourn of
Truseal Technologies, looked at the early
work of a joint task group between
IGMA and the Glass Association of
North America (GANA)  toward the de-
velopment of guidelines and recom-
mended practices for capillary tubes.
The goal of the joint document is to ad-
dress the “when and the why” of using
these tubes, noted Tracy Rogers of Ed-
getech, who chairs the task group.

During the summer meeting the
group added categories to consider on its
preliminary chart on identification of the
conditions for the use of capillary tubes.

Among the categories added to the
matrix were types of unit fabrication as
well as packaging (glass-to-glass versus
glazed). Bob Spindler of Cardinal IG
noted that the committee also will have
to consider seal systems and the stress
level of different manufacturer spacers.

Brad Austin of Viracon pointed out
that he felt the guideline still needs to
offer some “direction on what to do on
when it arrives to your customer.” The
specific instance he brought up involved
how to treat the tube that is shipped to
a company that builds a unitized unit—
that is then shipped to a jobsite. If the
unit makes two trips before installation,
when would that tube be sealed? 

“We have to do some case-by-case
studies,” agreed Bob Lingnell of

Lingnell Consulting Services. 
Shelbourn and Rogers stressed that

the group must stop at creating only a
general guideline. 

“These are guidelines. The biggest
focus right now is looking at all the in-
formation that’s out there and putting
it under one umbrella … this isn’t a
specification,” Rogers said.

Upon further fine-tuning, the docu-
ment was passed along to GANA tech-
nical director Greg Carney for input
from that organization’s task group. 

Certification and Education
During the certification and education

committee meeting, IGMA—which is
the sponsor and program administrator
for the IGMAC certification program—
approved changing the test method used
for the IGMAC program-CGSB 12.8-to
ASTM E 2190, effective October 1. IGMA
currently tests to ASTM E 2190 so the
change will allow both the IGMA and the
IGMAC certification programs would be
testing to the same standard.

John Kent of the Insulating Glass Cer-
tification Council (IGCC) explained that
the boards of both organizations agreed,
“we’ll eventually be melding the two pro-
grams … for the E 2190 standard.” 

Kent explained that products will be
listed as certified under the “IGCC/IGMA
program,” giving a product the value and
recognition of both marks—but the new
system will have the benefit of requiring
only one test and one set of fees. 

Since the two groups had different
testing requirements, a compromise
was made: there will be one initial test,
two annual tests and then, after having
successfully passed the tests consecu-
tively, companies will be tested only
every two years. 

The new system will go into effect
January 1, 2009.

The committee also made progress
on its IG manufacturing quality proce-
dures educational seminar, which it’s
developing to help companies that are
beginning to focus on quality control.
The group discussed how best to create
a session that would be educational for
both large and small IG manufacturers.

“I see something like this being a tool
used across the industry,” commented
Rogers, who chairs this group.

Some group members expressed con-
cern that this presentation goes well be-
yond typical quality control requirements. 

“Do we think there’s going to be an au-
dience for this that justifies the work we’re
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IGMA members worked on a number of items during the summer meeting held
in June in Whistler, B.C.
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doing?” Jeff Haberer of Cardinal IG asked.
Group members seemed to agree that

many companies implement quality
control measures in order to meet—but
not surpass—certification. As such,
they felt a simple presentation on the
importance of quality control would be
most beneficial at present, and perhaps
even encourage these companies to
strive beyond the requirements. 

“If they don’t understand what the
benefit is for them, [this] will actually
make their job more difficult,” says
IGMA executive director Margaret Webb. 

Technical Services 
Proposal is a Gas

In addition to hearing reports
from work groups, the technical
services committee met to vote on

the formation of a task group ad-
dressing a proposal that had been re-
submitted to evaluate the GasGlass
device. According to Webb, Bodycote
Testing Group had submitted a pro-
posal “that is on the dollar amount a
lot more palpable.”

The proposal is for research to vali-
date the use of the handheld GasGlass
unit in the field as a viable way of
checking gas levels in installed IG
units. The group had previously de-
clined to take on the research
project due to its considerable
proposed cost.

Webb reported that some ini-
tial data has been collected and
has shown that “if you couldn’t
control the light you couldn’t get
a reading,” indicating that there

would be some benefit to members in
evaluating the tool and how best to use
it. While the committee approved a
task group to review this more closely,
it was also noted that the proposal
should be adapted in some part to
tighten the research and better reflect
IGMA’s needs.

Mark Your Calendar
The next IGMA meeting will be held

February 2-6, 2009, in San Diego.   ■

M e g a n  H e a d l e y is the
editor of UUSGlass. 

HeightsNew
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What Is Decorative Glass Anyway?

Inside and Out, It’s a Product 
That’s Growing in Use

T he glass industry today is
ready for decorative glass; we
are seeing this widely defined

market segment grow at an incredible
rate. So where has the decorative mar-
ket been and where is it expected to
go? Hopefully we can answer both of
these questions in this column.

Historically we have seen decorative
glass growing in the area of art glass
(unique pieces for homes and offices) as
well as commercially through the use of

sandblasted glass, frosted glass,
cut/beveled glass, color wall cladding
and colored spandrels in building fa-
cades. Recognizing this growing market,
the Glass Association of North America
(GANA) added a Decorative Division
(DD) to its list of already successful di-
visions catering to the glass industry in
2006. The DD welcomes anyone who

makes decorative glass into an organiza-
tion that not only helps to market end
products through greater public aware-
ness but also works to shape the indus-
try through voluntary industry
standards and guidelines for manufac-
turing and procedures for installation.

Two years after its creation, the new
division has seen an explosion of new
members, new products and creative
ideas, all driven by people in the in-
dustry who care about glass. In 2007,
decorative glass was all over GANA’s
“Design in Glass” awards. Companies
took home awards for projects that not
only touched on pure glass design but
also crossed into showing how decora-
tive glass touches all end-use products,
such as laminated and tempered glass.

The definition for decorative glass is
quite vast. How can one truly define
it, and should we try? From stained
glass to spandrel, from dot patterns for

shading to colored glass in wall
cladding and unique pieces of art glass
for hotel lobbies (à la Chihuly), glass is
a fantastic medium for design expres-
sion. Decorative glass allows architects
and designers a way to piece together
their vision on the exterior of a build-
ing as well as in the interior.  

Decorative Cladding at Home
Decorative glass in interior wall

cladding applications shows huge poten-
tial because it’s already being done on a
large scale in Asia and is starting to gain
large acceptance here in North America.
For high-rise residential condominium
projects, an architect or designer can
create one of several looks for a client to
choose as they fill a whole building with
a standardized interior look. 

In the photo at left, you can see that
glass is used for all of the surfaces in this
bathroom, not only providing a desired
“look,” but also a sanitary surface for
easy cleaning. This project, conceptual-
ized by Saint Glas in Hong Kong, uti-
lizes low-iron glass with a silicone
opacifier on the back. Color and
metallics are all possible and, what’s
more, the final product helps cater to the
U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED-
point requirements. Many products offer
the same effect to the same degree;
what’s fantastic is how many different
variations of decorative glass can be used
in an application such as this one.

Decorative Glass 
Gone Commercial 

In a more commercial use, the
GANA Design in Glass Awards show-
cased a great use of glass in the restau-
rant Cielo in Boca Raton, Fla. (see photo
on page 43). Glass was used extensively
in this project, from the colored and
patterned wall partitions to the bar and
table dividers—even as a way to create

Decorative Discussions

By Kris Vockler
Kris Vockler is vice president of ICD
High Performance Coatings of Van-
couver, Wash., and chair of GANA’s
Decorative Division. Ms. Vockler’s
opinions are solely her own and not
necessarily those of this magazine. 
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Not only stylish, but the glass surfaces
in this bathroom also make for easy
cleaning. Both rooms feature OPACI-
COAT-300 silicone spandrel on low-iron
glass fabricated by Saint Glas.

From stained glass to
spandrel, from dot patterns

for shading to colored
glass in wall cladding and
unique pieces of art glass 

for hotel lobbies (à la
Chihuly); glass is a

fantastic medium for 
design expression.

http://www.usglassmag.com
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the lighting needed on the ceiling.
This project might have used glass
artisans who produced a one-time
piece of artwork as well as high
production colored and pattern
glass from many glass fabricators
across North America.

More, More, More
In the last two years, many new

decorative glass companies seem to
have popped up, and well-estab-
lished glassmakers have ramped up
their decorative glass offerings.
Where once there were only three
types of pattern glass available from
a manufacturer we now see 20 or
30 patterns from which to choose.
In the past where you would have
needed to use corrosive chemicals
to attain a frosted glass you now
have many high performing coat-
ings being used on glass to give the
same long lasting effect and, as a
bonus, fewer fingerprints.

From this point on, decorative

glass can do nothing other than
grow. It’s not a fad—it’s been here
all along but now it’s being fully
utilized and proving to be a cre-
ative medium. If I had to throw
my two cents into the ring as to
what is needed as this movement
grows, I would have to express
how much the market needs a
clearinghouse on what’s available.
How does an architect or designer
decide what to use, know what is
long lasting, or even who makes
what? Organizations such as
GANA help to answer these ques-
tions. A simple portal of decora-
tive glass … possibly even this
magazine you hold in your hand
… will fill that gap.   dg

The restaurant Cielo in Boca Raton, Fla., features laminated,
translucent and sandblasted glass, glass railings and wall cladding
fabricated by JE Berkowitz LP.

More Information? 
For more information 

about the Design in Glass
Awards, and GANA’s
Decorative Division, visit
www.glasswebsite.com.

http://www.glasswebsite.com
http://www.usglassmag.com
http://www.classicglassinc.com
http://www.glasswerks.com


Each year the National
Cherry Blossom Festival is
held in Washington, D.C.,

to mark the beginning of spring in
the nation’s Capital. The Park Hyatt
in Washington, D.C, incorporates its
own tribute to the delicate cherry blos-
soms with decorative glass. The hotel
lobby features two freestanding deco-
rative glass boxes that incorporate im-
ages of the trees. “It’s like a jewelry

box,” says Stephen Beletz of the seem-
ingly delicate structure; Philadelphia-
based Beletz Bros Glass Co. Inc.
installed the glass. 

Artist Amanda Weil of Weil Studio
in New York was commissioned to
photograph the famous blossoms.
Next, Los Angeles-based decorative
glass manufacturer Pulp Studio used
DuPont™ SentryGlas® Expressions™
digital interlayer technology to print
the images directly onto the interlayer
of the laminated glass.

Tony Chi and Associates in New
York designed the structure, and worked
with Beletz Bros. to create a structure
that, like the trees it mimics, is seem-
ingly freestanding while strong enough
to support doors and a roof. 

To accomplish this, the glass was fas-
tened only at the top and bottom of
each wall. At the base of each box is a
½-inch stainless steel plate, upon the
back of which the glaziers custom-
welded a deep shoe. “The glass is down
there about 8 inches,” Beletz says. 

Simply getting the channels onto
the jobsite proved challenging. The

largest plates measured 12 feet long
and, with the housing for the glass
welded onto it, weighed more than
1,100 pounds. “We had to have 12
people carry it in,” Beletz says. 

In addition, a 1 ½-inch stainless steel
channel fits on top like a lid and essen-
tially locks the glass together. 

The freestanding boxes each feature
access doors, which Beletz says blend
near seamlessly into the decorative par-
titions. “We were hoping that the
strength of the glass would be enough
that you could hang a door off of it—
and it was.”

Since the doors had to blend in, the
hardware certainly couldn’t be visible
to visitors. The doors’ floor and head
pivots were recessed into the top and
bottom channels. 

The true test of the system came
when it was time to raise it. 

“Once we stood the first piece up, 11
feet in the air, [we wondered] was it
going to be strong enough to house a
roof and a door to swing off it?” Beletz
recalls. 

The glaziers worked with engineers
that adjusted the depth of the glass into
the bottom frame, but assured the in-
stallers that the structure would stand. 

Much of the assembly work was
done onsite, and it provided its share
of challenges. “But,” Beletz says, “for
as big and massive as it was, it went to-
gether really nice.”   dg

S t e p - b y - S t e p
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Decorative Glass Blossoms in D.C.
These Freestanding Glass Boxes Provide Installation Challenges

Project Stats 
Artist......................................................Weil Studio: www.weilstudio.com
Glass Fabricator ......................................Pulp Studio: www.pulpstudio.com
Designer ...................................Tony Chi and Associates: www.tonychi.com 
Glazing Contractor..................................Beletz Bros.: www.beletzbros.com

A sturdy stainless steel plate at the bottom of this
Hyatt’s decorative glass walls help the partitions to
seem to stand on their own.

http://www.weilstudio.com
http://www.pulpstudio.com
http://www.tonychi.com
http://www.beletzbros.com
http://www.usglassmag.com
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acid-etched glass
SatinDeco is 
Smooth as … Glass

SatinDeco from Guardian Indus-
tries in Auburn Hill, Mich., is an acid-
etched glass with a silky finish that’s
suitable for use in a variety of applica-
tions—it can be used to create elegant
partitions, staircases, doors, windows,
roofing and walls. 

The glass product is available in a
variety of substrates and options, and
can be cut, beveled, curved, hardened,
painted, laminated or assembled in
double glazing. 
◆ www.guardian.com

Walker Reveals Nuances 
in Decorative Glass

Walker Textures™ Nuance is the
newest patterned acid-etched glass and
mirror product line from Walker Glass
in Montreal. The patterns feature a dis-
tinctive two-tone acid-etched finish
combination that provides a unique vi-
sual and textural effect, due to the depth
variation of the design. 

The Nuance products are available in
glass and mirror in a wide variety of col-
ors including clear, bronze, grey, black,
green, blue and Starphire ultra-clear
glass by PPG. The standard size is 96 by
130 inches, with a range of thicknesses
from 0.12 to 0.75 inches in glass and
0.12 to 0.24 inches in mirror.
◆ www.walkerglass.com

laminated glass
Capture Nature 
Between Two Lites

Livinglass™ is a laminated architec-
tural glass that captures natural materi-
als between its clear lites. San
Clemente, Calif.-based Livinglass says
it is able to preserve the 3-dimensional
form, color and texture of the most

delicate materials within its polymer
interlayer. The impact-resistant glass
can spotlight unique colors, textures
and materials. Rose petals or seashells,
textured fabrics, wood veneers and
much more can be captured within ex-
terior walls, flooring, furniture, shower
doors and other applications. 
◆ www.livinglass.com

mirror
MIRONA is More 
Than Meets the Eye 

MIRONA™ transformation glass
from SCHOTT North America Inc.
in Elmsford, N.Y., functions as both a
decorative element and a display.
Coated on both sides with an optical
interference layer, it turns glass and
retail displays, architectural partitions
and cover panels for television sets
and computer screens, into mirrors
when not in use. The mineral glass is

V i s u a l E f f e c t s

Patterned Glass 
Makes for Bella Walls

WorldGlass in Tampa, Fla., has
released BellaDesign™, an exclu-
sive line of patterned acid-etched
glass in full-sheet architectural
sizes. One sheet covers approxi-
mately 39 square feet, and larger
formats are available.

BellaDesign offers a wide vari-
ety of options, including dual-sided
etched glass, frosted glass, acid-
etched mirror and deep acid-
etched privacy glass. It is suitable
for both interior and exterior use
and can be tempered to meet
safety regulations. 
◆ www.worldglassag.com
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coated on both sides with an optical
interference layer to enable both re-
flection and transmission. MIRONA
transformation glass is available as
normal window glass, borosilicate
heat-resistant glass and gray glass, and
it can be easily processed into lami-
nated glass. 
◆ www.us.schott.com

holographic glass
Look Out for HologramGlass™

See glass differently—each time you
walk by—when you install Hologram-
Glass™. The patented laminated glass
product from Jockimo Inc. in New-
port Beach, Calif., exhibits reflective
characteristics and effects through
holography technology inside the
glass. The patented laminated inner

continued on page 48
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c o n t i n u e d

glass flooring
Walk Safely on This Glass of Mine 

With its trademarked “glass sandpaper” safety finish on the walking surface,
Nathan Allan Glass Studios Inc. in

Richmond, British Columbia, can
produce glass flooring in tiles as
small as 12-by-12 inches or in
sheets as large as 7-by-12 feet.
Glass flooring is typically pro-
duced using ½-inch thick,
safety tempered glass. Each
panel features the company’s
Sandstone texture on the
number two surface, which
provides a subtle texture in
combination with six new
introductory colors being
offered. Custom color

matching is available. 
◆ www.nathanallan.com
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layer provides looks never seen before
in glass. When lit properly, the holo-
graphic images not only pop with
color but will also move as one moves
past the glass. Various color options
are available within the product as well
as fabrication options.
◆ www.jockimo.com   dg

recision Glass Bending specializes in the
custom fabrication of BENT GLASS, 
one piece or thousands, for Architectural, 
Fixture & Furniture applications. Capabilities
include bent glass in kinds Annealed, 
Heat-Strengthened, Safety Tempered, 
Safety Laminated, and Insulating. 

Clear, Tinted, Low-E, Reflective, 
Acid-Etch, Low-Iron, and
Specialty glass for 
CAD/CNC integrated
fabrication into TRUE
RADIUS (Curved Glass) 
or IRREGULAR BENDS 
in sizes up to 96" x 130"; 
3/32" to 3/4" thickness; 
Polished Edges, Holes,
Notches, or Cutouts.
Advanced capabilities for
bending 3-D fluid shapes, processing high-
performance coatings, utilizing digital data, and 
the five-axis CNC machining of bent glass surfaces. 

Built on years of innovation, Precision Glass 
Bending has formed a new generation of shaped 
glass with patented methods, proprietary 
software,and space-age machinery, all backed 
by a team of industry experts. The results 
are found in the IMPECCABLE QUALITY and 
QUICK DELIVERY of every AFFORDABLE PIECE. 

P e-bentglass.com
“One piece or thousands, our custom fabricated bent glass
is bringing form and function to the designs of tomorrow.”

*photo courtesy of Solar Innovations, Inc.

THE WORLD LEADER IN
CUSTOM FABRICATED

BENT GLASS

Precision Glass Bending Corporation
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Tel: (800) 543-8796
Fax: (800) 543-8798
sales@e-bentglass.comA GUARDIAN ‘SUN-GUARD’ CERTIFIED FABRICATOR 

http://www.nathanallan.com
http://www.jockimo.com
http://e-bentglass.com
mailto:sales@e-bentglass.com
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Glaston is your glass processing technology  
One-Stop-Partner providing Bavelloni, Tamglass 
and Albat+Wirsam products and services.

Bavelloni grinding,
drilling and milling line

Roberto Califano, Marketing Manager

roberto.califano@glaston.net

“Are you ready for  
the smartest 
processing line 
in the business?”

High performance, improved function and quality are 
always the objectives for innovation and development 
within the Glaston technology group. The new 
product line from Bavelloni is no exception.

With the VX range for grinding (from small glasses 
to jumbo sizes like 3300x7200mm) in line with 
HDM for drilling and milling you have the perfect 
setup for architectural application. Not to mention 
the option to save time, money and keep ahead 
in the market competition.

You can easily integrate different processing 
units and get a higher level of automation and 
precision compared to using single machines. The 
performance increases even further when using 
the production management software application 
provided by A+W.

For more information and the whole picture of 
Glaston and our products, visit www.glaston.net.

mailto:roberto.califano@glaston.net
http://www.glaston.net


Sweet Rewards
Meltdown Glass Finds its Place in the Architectural 
Market, but Stays True to its Artistic Roots

BY ELLEN ROGERS

Starting from Zero
Katz didn’t start out in the architec-

tural realm. An artist by trade, she
founded Meltdown Glass in 1993 in
her garage, producing glass art that
sold mainly through galleries. A learn-
ing trip to Australia and New Zealand,
though, soon changed her focus.

“I apprenticed myself to some very
fine artists there and I saw [them]
combining art with architecture and
that’s what got me fired up about
bringing kiln-cast glass to the United
States,” says Katz. “It did exist here,

I f decorative glass is to an architect what candy is to a kid, then perhaps
Meltdown Glass is the Hershey, Pa., of architectural art glass. The com-
pany caters to the unique tastes of architects, designers, facilities man-

agers, art consultants, art collectors and public art commissions, and its
creations can add an artistic element to a building that otherwise might be
much less interesting. For nearly 16 years, Meltdown Glass has created
artistic glass displays and today, as the popularity of decorative glass con-
tinues to soar, the company is finding ways to stay creative, innovative and 
competitive.

“Glass is a crazy material,” says
BJ Katz, founder of the Chandler,
Ariz.-based company. “It’s neither a
solid nor a liquid and we’re learning
all the time to expand the limits of
what can be done.”
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By Ellen Rogers
Ellen Rogers is the editor of
Decorative Glass (DG) magazine, a
sister publication of USGlass
magazine.

In the 16 years since Meltdown Glass has been in business, Katz says one of the biggest
changes she's seen is the advances in materials and technologies to add color to glass.
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but on a lesser scale and was not nearly
as well-known as it is today.”

In 1996 she began creating glass art
for architectural applications.

“My vision for Meltdown Glass was
to create the preeminent art glass house
in America, and combine artistic excel-
lence with the capacity to fabricate on
an architectural scale,” says Katz.

But the transition from sculpture to
storefront is not easy, and Katz says it
took the efforts of many.

“When I was a gallery artist I’d for-
mulate ideas in my mind and then I’d
fabricate them. Here, what’s exciting is
the collaboration that takes place be-
tween myself and the other Meltdown
Glass staff and the architects and design-
ers who take [the ideas] and add their
own special, creative talents to it,” says
Katz. “And what we come up with is
something so unique, it leads me in di-
rections I would never go on my own.” 

When it comes to finding inspira-
tion, Katz doesn’t have to look much
further than out a window. She loves
spending time outdoors, and the natu-
ral surroundings help to spur ideas.

“There is a harmony and rhythm in
nature that I try and capture in my art
glass so that it has a life to it,” she says.
“Nature is just so rich and it is so nice
to have an opportunity to bring it into
people’s lives when so much in our so-
ciety is manufactured and very little is
hand-done. That’s the absolute beauty
of what we do here,” she continues.
“Everything we do is handmade.”

The Meltdown Glass team does in-
deed bring a made-by-hand feel to
everything it creates. As a leader in the
kiln-formed glass industry, the company
does not use any permanent molds, so
every piece of glass is truly different.

Lalita Johnson, who works in sales
and design, says not using permanent
molds is one of their strongest attributes.

“We’re starting essentially with a
blank canvas,” says Johnson. “We com-
press the powder and then press the
mold into it so everything has a hand-

crafted look,” she says. She
adds, “You can look at the
glass and tell a human cre-
ated it.”

Rocky Road
Meltdown Glass has

come a long way these
past 15 years. Much of the
company’s early work cen-
tered around sinks and
shower enclosures and,
while Katz and her team

do still create such items, a greater
focus is on large-scale applications.
Katz’s first major commission was the
American Express Wall, Feeling Fall, in
Phoenix (for which she was honored
with a CSI Award in 2000).

“I was excited and a bit apprehensive
about the project. I was concerned
about having the artwork flow perfectly
between panels and about keeping
within panel size tolerances so the instal-
lation would go well,” says Katz. “The
art glass wall was installed between two
fixed walls so there was not much wiggle
room in the sizing. I was present as the
glaziers installed the art glass wall and
the installation went smoothly.”

And while the industry has changed
much since Katz got started, the early
projects themselves are not much dif-
ferent than what she does today. 

“The one thing that was different
then was there were fewer quality [color-
ing materials] than today. Now you can
do much more with color,” she says.

The creative aspect of the busi-
ness—cranking out fresh designs and
ideas—was never a problem for Katz.
The business aspect was the hard part.

She says that as an artist, she did not
necessarily have the skills to run a
company.

It is a challenge, value engineering, but I have to 
say that once we get into a project and we work with a 
design firm, we always, always work with them again. Once they
have that comfort level of specifying it, then they are cool. 

– Lalita Johnson, Meltdown Glass
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The use of textured glass walls and partitions is
one way homeowners can add visual interest to
their interiors.

Katz (right) and assistant art director Chris Klein work together
collaboratively on many creations. 
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“When starting out, the hardest
thing for me was learning how to run a
business; the creative aspect comes nat-
urally,” Katz says.

But learning to be business-
minded wasn’t the only challenge
Katz faced. She also had to overcome

the fact that kiln-formed glass was
not well-known. 

“When I first started calling on peo-
ple they didn’t really know what I was
talking about and I had to educate
them from the ground up,” says Katz. 

Launching the company pretty

much on her own also made for tough
beginnings.

“Start-up costs and being over-
worked personally until I could afford
more than just me,” she says, made for
trying times. “Any person who’s built a
small business from the ground up
knows you have to wear a lot of differ-
ent hats, some more than others,” says
Katz. Today the company has 11 full-
time employees and “a bunch of part-
time employees.” 

Lifesavers
Staying ahead of the curve isn’t al-

ways easy. That’s one reason Katz is
grateful for so many industry re-
sources. When new products are devel-
oped that have potential for use on her
glass she simply tries them out.

“I call the companies and ask for
samples so we can experiment,” she says. 

Katz also gives a lot of credit to the
Glass Association of North America
(GANA) and its new decorative divi-
sion (see box below). She says by being

GANA Decorative Division Accelerates Forward

Since its 2006 formation, the decorative division of
the Glass Association of North America (GANA) has
established itself as a significant voice and player re-

garding decorative glass products.
“Not only was the creation of the decorative division

met with great enthusiasm, but it continues to flow as we
are into our second year,” says decorative division chair
Kris Vockler of ICD High Performance Coatings. “New
products and new processes are giving even more options
to architects and designers. The challenge now, which is
an exciting one, is finding a way to communicate all the op-
tions available. As a division we continue to gain new
members at a fast rate; those members are getting in-
volved in the committees and literally helping to shape the
industry. It's an exciting time to be in decorative glass and
even more so to be a part of the new industry movement
toward decorative glass acceptance.”

Several projects for the group include:
• Creating a list of all-encompassing decorative glass

terms;

• Publishing a Glass Informational Bulletin on guidelines
for handling and cleaning decorative glass;

• Preparing a presentation on decorative glass for AIA
approval;

• Drafting a white paper on decorative glass and how it
pertains to various U.S. Green Building Council LEED
credits;

• Creating a sub-set of the GANA website for decorative
glass that will focus on a photo gallery and different
types of decorative glass; and

• Updating the GANA Engineering Standards Manual to
include decorative glass. 
In addition, the division is a participating association

sponsor of the annual NeoCon trade show for interior 
design.

The decorative division will hold its next meeting as part
of the GANA Fall Conference scheduled to take place Sep-
tember 8-10 at the Wyndham DFW Airport North in Dallas.

Additional information is available online at 
www.glasswebsite.com.

Sweet Rewards
continued from page 51
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For Katz, much of her work is inspired by nature, such as the bamboo
pattern in the glass shown here.
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a part of the group (Katz serves as the
chair for the division’s membership
committee) she’s been able to learn
about many new techniques. GANA,
Katz says, has provided an outlet for
“collaborating with different compa-
nies to create a much better end prod-
uct than you’d get if you were
operating more so in isolation.” 

While staying current with the lat-
est techniques helps Meltdown main-
tain its competitive edge, team
members are still careful not to stray
from the intentions on which the com-
pany was formed.

“We try and stay very close to our
original vision; that we operate, not as a
manufacturer, but as a glass art studio,”
Katz says. “We look at every single proj-
ect, no matter what it is, for the artistic
quality and quality control. That’s part
of keeping market share: delivering re-
ally good products to your clients.” 

Good & Plenty 
But you can’t always deliver good

products without a good, strong team,
and Katz gives a huge amount of credit
to her employees. 

“Overall, the most important thing
has been hiring excellent people and
then letting them use their creativity
and their intelligence,” Katz says, ex-
plaining that the people she hires all
have an interest in the arts, “and I think
that comes through in the work we do.”

Like Katz, Chris Klein, assistant art
director, is an artist by trade. With the
company since 2000, he earned his
bachelor of fine arts from the Cleve-
land Institute of Art, and was trained as
a glass blower. In college he worked in
sculpture, as well as metal and stone,
but Katz taught him about flat glass. 

“Over the past ten years I’ve leaned
most of my work toward glass because
I think the material is amazing,” says
Klein. “I apply the same rules of mold
making [to glass] as with metal casting,
but glass takes longer to kiln. You can’t
push it as much because it can crack.
There’s definitely patience to it and

daily research and development.”
Johnson has been with Meltdown

for about two years and has a back-
ground in interior design. She often
helps designers select the right piece
for their projects. 

“It is a challenge, value engineering,
but I have to say that once we get into a
project and we work with a design firm,
we always, always work with them
again,” says Johnson. “Once they have
that comfort level of specifying it, then
they are cool.”

Razzle-Dazzle
And it’s not just the employees who

think highly of the organization. Sup-
pliers, customers and contract glaziers
agree, there’s something special about
Meltdown Glass.

Jeremy Jones, an architect with
DWL Architects + Planners Inc. in
Phoenix, has worked with the com-
pany for a number of years. He says it’s
the way Meltdown approaches its work
that distinguishes it the most.

“They are really interested in push-
ing the limits of glass, and [with all of
the] trends right now in glass, they
want to stay ahead of the game,” says
Jones. “In working with them we set
up the mutual parameters of the
work—what the piece needs to do,
etc.—and then allow them to integrate
that into the design. We just get out of
their way and see what they can do.”

Jones adds, compared to other com-
panies Meltdown seems much more
interested in working with the archi-
tects on projects. 

“They are interested in working
with [us] and integrating their work
into the design of the space rather than
just showing off their work,” says
Jones. “[In other words] they don’t
view the building as just a backdrop
for their work.” 

All Weather Tempering, also located
in Phoenix, has been tempering glass
for Meltdown for about five years. “So
we’ve seen quite a few amazing projects
come through our tempering plant,”
says Sarah Porter, who works in All
Weather’s new business development
department. In addition to providing
tempering services, All Weather has
also sold cut-sized annealed glass,
sometimes with notches, holes and
edgework, to Meltdown.

“We usually supply these annealed
parts when they are working on bigger
projects so that they can focus on mak-
ing the art, rather than cutting glass,”

They aren’t just selling a
decorative glass product to
fill an opening. When you look
at their work you can see
that they’ve really made an
artistic statement. 

– Sarah Porter, 

All Weather Tempering

continued on page 54

Production supervisor Miguel Hernandez applies
ceramic fit to an art glass panel. 
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says Porter. 
Like Jones, Porter

says Meltdown is a
company that has
worked hard to cre-
ate an architecturally
appealing product
that retains artistic
integrity. 

“They aren’t just
selling a decorative
glass product to fill an
opening,” Porter says.
“When you look at
their work you can see
that they’ve really
made an artistic 
statement.”

Likewise, Katz says
her business would
not be what it is with-
out such professional
relationships.  “We
work very closely
[with customers and
suppliers] and good

communication is extremely impor-
tant,” says Katz. “Sampling, rendering,
managing expectations so that every-
one is on the same page every step of
the way, from selling the job to creat-
ing the design to fabricating the work
to having it installed, we work very
closely with both the architect and de-
signers on the creative aspect and with
the glaziers on the technical aspect.” 

The role that the contract glazier
plays on the job is one that’s extremely
important, and the Meltdown team
works hard to make sure the installers
have all the information they need to
ensure a proper installation.

“We have a project manager who
works closely with the glaziers and we
have a form we go through with them
that collects all of their specification in-
formation. That way, before we begin,
we know exactly what is expected and
how it is to be done,” says Katz. 

For Ron Marx, president of glazing
contractor Milwaukee Plate Glass,
working with Meltdown was an ex-

tremely positive experience. 
“They got us the quote quickly; if I

had to call them with questions my
calls were returned promptly, and re-
turning phone calls is such a big
thing,” says Marx. “And when we
placed the order they went over their
checklist with us.”

Marx adds, that aside from how ap-
pealing the glass from Meltdown is, it’s
their responsiveness and professional-
ism as a company that makes them
stand out.

“They are very cooperative,” says
Marx. “Similar companies aren’t always
quite that way. Others might take
more of a ‘this is my glass and I’ll get it
to you when I can,’ attitude.” 

Payday
For BJ Katz and the whole Melt-

down team, now is a very good time to
be in decorative glass. It’s a product
that’s popular in both commercial and
residential construction, and new tech-
nologies continue to drive new trends.

“More brings more,” Katz says.
“Competition doesn’t cut down on the
success of a business; it increases it be-
cause people get more and more
ideas.”

... What we come up with is something so unique, it leads me in
directions I would never go on my own. Collaboration increases
the quality of the work exponentially.

– BJ Katz, Meltdown Glass

Sweet Rewards
continued from page 53

Keeping Up with the Trends
Y ou don’t have to look too far these days to find some

form of decorative glass. Restaurants, airports, ho-
tels and casinos are just some applications where

designers have jumped on the creative bandwagon and
brought colors, patterns and textures to glass.

“I think it’s just a vey good time to be in decorative
glass,” says BJ Katz, founder of Meltdown Glass. “It’s very
popular and you have so much ability to realize your cre-
ative vision, so much more than in the early days. There
are terrific works being done by a whole range of people
and those works are so uplifting to view.”

Lalita Johnson, who works in sales and designs at Melt-
down, says one reason for the increase in decorative glass
popularity is the fact that there are more U.S. companies
getting involved. She says while the market may have started
out in other countries, it’s coming on strong here now.

“Now it’s time for the United States to really start tak-
ing off,” says Johnson. 

So just what are some of the big decorative trends?
“Color is very hot,” says Katz, who adds that dichroic

glass is also growing in popularity. “It’s lively and the color
shifting is a low-tech way to get high-tech quality into your
installation.

Companies are also combining other artistic technolo-
gies, such as photography, into glass.

“I’m doing my first project where we are integrating
photography into cast glass,” says Katz, who explains they
are using a process that takes a large-scale photograph
and applies it digitally to cast glass. 

“There’s always something new and if you’re open to it
and looking for it then you can stay current and keep grow-
ing,” says Katz. dg

Meltdown Glass sends out
glass samples so
architects and designers
can become familiar with
its many styles, patterns
and textures.
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Special Effects
Silkscreening Can Bring A Unique Yet
Functional Style to Any Glass Project 

by Ellen Rogers

Silkscreening is gaining in
popularity as a way to add unique
and detailed imagery to limitless
applications.

By Ellen Rogers
Ellen Rogers is the editor of
Decorative Glass (DG) magazine, a
sister publication to USGlass
magazine. Photo courtesy of DecoTherm.
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What’s hot in architec-
tural glass? The answer
is anything that makes

a unique first impression. How can
this be achieved? One way is the use of
decorative architectural glass. From
patterned, textured and colored to
sandblasted, etched and printed, these
products encompass an estimated 250
million square feet in North America.
That number is continuing to grow,
and industry experts say it’s showing
no sign of slowing. 

The market for decorative glass
products is expansive, offering some-
thing for every project and every
budget—from the ultra lavish hotel to
a conservative office building. One
technique that can fit the bill for any
budget is silkscreening. This technique
can provide a distinctive look to any
application. With the ability to create
a range of images and designs from
simple to complex, silkscreening can
be a low-cost alternative to some of the
other products on the market.

How Do They Do It?
The silkscreening process is quite

simple. It begins with a polyester fabric
consisting of a specific mesh count (i.e.
156 threads per linear inch) that’s
tightly stretched and glued to a frame,
which forms the “screen.” The mesh is
then coated with a light-sensitive
emulsion.

Next, an image printed on clear
plastic is placed on the emulsion-
coated fabric. Light is then shone at
the screen through the image. The
screen is washed with water and any
area of the emulsion not exposed to
the light (the dark areas of the image)
dissolves and washes away leaving a
copy of the image on the screen. 

The screen is then placed in the
screenprinting machine where the
medium (such as ceramic frit) is
poured onto one end of the screen and
a squeegee is dragged across the screen.
This forces the medium to pass
through the mesh, leaving a layer of ce-

ramic frit on the glass surface in an
exact duplicate of the image on the
screen.

Looking Good
With architects and designers vying

to make their projects stand out, the
primary reason for turning to
silkscreened glass is aesthetics.

“It can help give the application a
voice and uniqueness that makes it
stand out,” says Roland Rossman,
project leader with Garibaldi Glass, a
fabricator based in Burnaby, British
Columbia.

Greg Saroka, president of glass fab-
ricator Goldray Industries in Calgary,
Alberta, agrees.

“It also helps to harmonize the glass
with other elements of the building to
create a seamless appearance,” he says.

Silkscreened applications can fea-
ture most any type of design, but the
most common requests are for some-
thing simple: lines and dots.

“Both vertical and horizontal lines
and dotted patterns provide an interest-
ing look,” says Chris Grilliot, interior
segment project manager with glass
manufacturer Guardian Industries.
“The industry is about four or five years

behind Europe. Dots and lines have
been popular there for a while. Archi-
tects and designers are looking to create
a modern, contemporary look and dot
and line patterns can offer that.”

In addition, the trend toward im-
agery on glass is also growing. This can
be done through traditional silkscreen-
ing as well as with other techniques
such as DecoTherm, a similar technol-
ogy from IIMAK in Amherst, N.Y.
The DecoTherm process likewise uses
ceramic frit, but the difference is in the
way by which it is applied to the glass.

“You print the image onto a decal
paper, which transfers the image onto
the glass,” says Scott Surma, De-
coTherm general manager. “Heat and
pressure let go of the decal and then
the glass is tempered to permanently
fuse the image onto it.”

Regardless of the method, Surma
says he’s seen a huge uptake in the de-
sire for imaged glass.

“With an increasing number of
companies entering the decorative
glass market we’ve seen tremendous
growth in the demand for custom im-
aged glass,” Surma says.

In addition to unique aesthetics, silkscreening can also provide privacy while
still allowing in daylight.

continued on page 58
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Function
Silkscreened glass may be attractive

and add visual interest to both exterior
and interior applications, but aside
from aesthetics, there are other reasons
for using it. 

“Dot and line patterns typically are
used for solar control applications, es-
pecially on skylights or overhead glaz-
ing,” says Rossman. “The patterns can
help meet the HVAC system’s mechan-
ical and engineering requirements.”

Saroka points out that it also can
help a project earn LEED® points.

“It allows daylight views (when used
in interior partitions) and helps in op-
timizing the energy performance by
increasing solar control and decreasing
the need for air conditioning.”

In addition, silkscreened glass can
offer privacy to interior applications.
Walls, floors and partitions are just
some areas where it’s commonly used
for privacy, but at the same time allows
natural light in.

Competitive Edge
Even though silkscreened glass of-

fers the benefits of aesthetics, solar
control and privacy, it’s still in a mar-
ket where new decorative glass tech-
nologies are evolving and growing at
an accelerated rate. Fortunately,
silkscreening comes with benefits that
can help maintain a competitive edge.

“Some decorative options are pricey
and others are more cost-effective,”
says Grilliot. “One particular product
type might be specified, but once the
architect/designer sees the cost they
may decide they want to use some-
thing else that’s still attractive, but less
expensive. With silkscreening you have
the ability to customize easily and it’s
often less costly.”

Saroka agrees.
“You can produce a lot of glass in a

short amount of time; other processes
can be slower and more expensive be-
cause of all the labor that’s involved,”
he says. “The price and the speed to

produce will keep silkscreening as a
necessary process.” 

Silkscreening, however, is most cost-
effective when it’s used for repetitive
imagery; multiple designs on multiple
lites of glass will require additional
screens, which can become pricey.

“The more complex the imagery the
more costly it is to carry the design
over more than one lite of glass,” says
Rossman. “Silkscreening can become
very expensive when multiple lites of
glass are involved; but the options are
endless.”

Aside from the cost factor, provid-
ing continual education is another way
companies can keep silkscreening a vi-
able option.

“The biggest thing is bringing
awareness and staying in front of the
architectural and design communities
to offer education,” says Grilliot. 

Rossman agrees.
“If we in the glass industry continue

to encourage the use of silkscreening as
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Silkscreening costs can increase as imagery becomes more detailed and is carried over several lites.

Special Effects
continued from page 57

Photo courtesy of Goldray.

We, as the glass company, want to achieve the
architect’s vision, but we have to work with the 
glazier to create something that’s still practical. 

– Roland Rossman, Garibaldi Glass

http://www.usglassmag.com
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something exciting, it will trigger oth-
ers to use it as well, so it’s really a chain
reaction,” he says. 

It’s also important to bring more
than just a product to the table.

“If you’re just selling a product
that’s a simple pattern of dots and
lines, that’s something that could be
brought in from China,” says Surma.
“We have to be able to provide cus-
tom, just-in-time delivery and be there
early on in the process to help archi-
tects and designers make the right de-
cisions about the products to use.”

Working Together
Many hands go into creating a suc-

cessful decorative glass installation, in-
cluding those of the architects and
designers, glass fabricators and con-
tract glaziers. And, just like with any
project, communication is essential to
ensure a job well-done.

“We work closely with the archi-
tects and designers to meet their re-
quirements for the mechanical
performance of the glass as well as the
design intent,” says Saroka, who adds
that the product often evolves through
those discussions. 

Rossman says it’s important to have
a common denominator among every-
one involved on the job.

“As a glass supplier we’re sometimes
like the mediator between the architect
and the installer,” Rossman says. “We,
as the glass company, want to achieve
the architect’s vision, but we have to
work with the glazier to create some-
thing that’s still practical.”

One of the challenges Grilliot sees is
that while architects, designers and in-
stallers want to use decorative products,
they simply don’t always know where to
go for resources and guidance. 

“So we walk them through their op-
tions and what’s available and help
them understand the fabricator’s abil-
ity,” says Grilliot. “They want the in-
formation that will help them make
their projects more value-added.”

Surma agrees. 

“When working with contract
glaziers we need to help them know
where their source points are so that
they know where to turn for help with
specifications, for example,” he says.
“The specifications don’t always have
those specific details, and contract
glaziers need to know where to turn in
order to create a competitive bid.”

The most important consideration,
however, is to know your limitations.

“Don’t over-promise and under de-
liver,” says Saroka. “It’s easy to put an
image on a 12 by 12 sample that looks
good. But once you enlarge that
image, the glass size is increasing, too,
and sometimes it doesn’t work.”

Moving Forward
As the demand for decorative glass

continues to grow, so, too, will the
number of companies getting involved
in the market.

“There is tremendous opportunity
right now for anyone with a silkscreen
line,” says Saroka. “There is so much
work out there we’ve actually brought
competitors into our plant to educate
them about the process. The more
companies that are doing silkscreening
the more it will help to increase busi-
ness for everyone.”   dg

The Blue Cross Blue Shield building in Illinois incorporates one of the
simplest—and most requested—patterns for this decorative technique.
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M3 Glass fabricated the glass used as part of a
firefighter memorial in Nashville, Tenn., using the
DecoTherm digital ceramic frit glass decoration
process.
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ACID-ETCHED GLASS
AGC
11175 Cicero Dr. Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
Phone: 404/446-4200
Fax: 404/446-4221 
www.afgglass.com

PAINTED GLASS
Coastal Glass Distributors
7421 E. Spartan Boulevard
Charleston, SC 29418
Phone: 800/868-4527 
Fax: 800/314-4436
www.coastalglassdist.com

SURFACE-ETCHED/
DEEP-CARVED GLASS
Classic Glass, Inc.
3911 Wheeler Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22304
Phone: 703/823-3100 
Fax: 703/823-8230
www.classicglassinc.com   dg
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The American
College Testing
(ACT) in Iowa
City, Iowa
features cast
glass wall
panels fused
with dichroic
pieces that was created by
Meltdown Glass.
Architect: Flad Architects
Contract Glazier:

Netom Enterprises
Photo provided by Meltdown Glass

Listings start at 
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Introducing Matelux, a translucent glass with a satin finish. It filters light softly, smoothes out contours and produces 
silhouettes in a variety of both interior and exterior applications. Matelux, an acid etched glass, offers numerous different
color choices, a variety of thicknesses from 3mm to 19mm, is available double sided, and can be fabricated to specifically
meet your needs. The product is even available with a range of Stopsol® reflective coatings on one side and the Matelux
satin finish on the other. So, whether you are designing shelving, partitions, doors, showers, lighting, furniture or looking
to enhance the building façade, only Matelux provides uniformity, simplicity and purity in a true art form.

Call us today for more information at (800) 251-0441. Or, visit us online at www.na.agc-flatglass.com/matelux.

Matelux: When Elegance is Everything!

Matelux®—Soft Light At Its Finest

©2008 AGC. All rights reserved.

Flat Glass North America

http://www.na.agc-flatglass.com/matelux


ShowCase

fire-rated glazing
A Clear Choice for 
Fire-Rated Glazing

As codes have become more stringent,
architects, specifiers and building own-
ers are looking for cost-effective fire-
rated glazing. FireLite® ceramic glass
from Technical Glass Products (TGP) in
Kirkland, Wash., is one “clear” choice for
corridors, lobbies, sidelites and other
highly visible fire-rated locations.  

FireLite is fire-rated for up to 90 min-

utes and passes the required hose
stream test. It is 3⁄16 inches thick, avail-
able in large sizes and can be installed
in standard fire-rated frames. It is listed
by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.®
❙❙➤ www.fireglass.com 

Keralite Products 
Grow in Size

As many architects and building
owners seek to maximize interior glaz-
ing elements in their designs, Vetrotech
Saint-Gobain in Auburn, Wash., now is
offering its Keralite® FR-R and Ker-
alite® FR-F fire-rated glass-ceramic in
larger sizes. The new 46- by 78-inch
sheets join the company’s current of-
fering, which is 30 by 60 inches in size. 

Keralite FR-R is a wireless, fire-rated
glass-ceramic used in fire-rated loca-
tions such as transoms and borrowed
lites. Keralite FR-F is a wireless, fire-
rated glass-ceramic with surface ap-
plied safety film for high impact safety
(CPSC Category II). It is designed for
use in locations where accidental
human impact safety ratings are re-
quired, such as doors, transoms and
borrowed lites. 
❙❙➤ www.vetrotech.com

Horton Introduces 
Three New Smoke-rated
ICU/CCU Packages 

Horton Automatics in Corpus Christi,
Texas, a manufacturer of automatic en-
trance systems, has obtained approval
for three smoke-rated packages that
feature a unique fire-rated panel and

magnet-actuated sandwiched mini-
blind glass. The company’s single slide
package, up to 9 feet wide; single swing
packages, up to 48 inches; and equal
and unequal swing pairs, up to 48
inches for each panel, add to the com-
pany’s ICU/CCU offering, which also in-
cludes telescoping and P-X or X-P
smoke-rated packages.
❙❙➤ www.hortondoors.com

resources 
Kawneer Updates
LEED Planning Tool 

Kawneer Co. Inc. in Norcross, Ga.,
has released the latest version of its
Leadership in Energy and Environ-
mental Design (LEED) planning tool.
Designed for use with the LEED
Green Building Rating System, the
tool provides the most current and ac-
curate information, more precise
product recommendations and is
more closely aligned with LEED for
New Construction Version 2.2, the
company reports.
❙❙➤ www.kawneer.com

storefront
Get it All Through Allglas™

With six hardware op-
tions and a single source
of contact from initial de-
sign through installation,
the new Allglas™ interior
officefront system from
DORMA Glas in Millersville,
Md., offers architects and
interior designers a
streamlined way to create
modern frameless glass in-
terior officefronts.

According to the company, this system maximizes the amount of glass while
minimizing framing and hardware, and is the first fully integrated system in
the interior glass industry. The Allglas system delivers a glass-dominated in-
terior, including design assistance, tempered glass panels and hardware,
turnkey installation and ongoing maintenance. 
❙❙➤ www.dorma-usa.com
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in Booth 310 to see 
the latest innovative
options from the one 
magazine solely focused on
architectural glass and metal.

Booth 310 will 
also have the 
new publication, 
Decorative Glass 
Magazine™.

Meet the staff and tell us your thoughts

Come see what a 
finely-focused magazine can provide for you.

visitAt

Deb Levy Tara TafferaMeagan Headley Charles Cumpston Ellen Rogers Penny Stacey Drew Vass

Visit booth 310 to learn how you might win one of a variety of gifts.



ShowCase
continued

GANA Releases 20th Glass
Informational Bulletin,
Plans Print Release

The Glass Association of North
America (GANA) has released its 20th

glass informational bulletin (GIB), a
series of educational documents
available to the industry as a free
download on its website. Guidelines
for Handling and Cleaning Decorative
Glass provides information on trans-
portation, cutting and other types of
further fabrication.

In addition, GANA will release the
GANA Glass Informational Bulletins
Volume One print document for sale on
its website soon. The document will be
a professionally printed and bound
compendium of the first 20 bulletins
released by the organization.

GANA’s Tempering Division has re-
leased the 2008 edition of its Engineering

Standards Manual. The manual is de-
signed to assist manufacturers/fabrica-
tors, engineers, architects, architectural
specifiers, consumers and users of heat-

treated glass. It includes current technol-
ogy and standards for heat-strengthened
and fully tempered glass products.
❙❙➤ www.glasswebsite.com ■
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material handling
Arlington Equipment Gets a Move On 

Mobile ergonomic handlers (MEH)
products from Arlington Equipment are
designed specifically to pick up, place
and install glass up to 2,000 pounds.
According to the company, the MEH
combines the micro-motion handling
precision of industrial robots with the
ruggedness and flexibility of construc-
tion site-bred equipment. The patent
protected manipulator system pro-
vides up to 16 directions of powered

movement to enable seamless handling and precision installation procedures.
The vacuum lift frame is adjustable to fit all glass units regardless of frame pat-
terns and depths. All MEHs are built to order. 
❙❙➤ www.gotoartech.com 

Conserving energy, while reducing 
greenhouse gases, is possible in 
commercial buildings when 
manufacturers of fenestration products 
use the Azon thermal barrier method 
for aluminum windows and 
Warm-Light® warm-edge spacer for 
insulating glass. 

Modern daylighting systems produced 
with both Azon structural thermal 
barrier technologies will yield a 
fenestration system capable of 
upholding the highest efficiency and 
sustainability standards.

1-800-788-5942 | www.azonintl.com

2

1

2

1

A Z O N  S A V E S  E N E R G Y

Universal No-Tape™ 304 *
structural thermal barrier polymer

Universal No-Tape™ 304 
structural thermal barrier polymer

Contact us to learn about the role 
of Azon thermal barriers in 
energy conservation.
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NewsMakers

promotions 
Kline to Direct Amesbury
Sales and Marketing 

David Kline is the new
director of sales and mar-
keting for the Amesbury,
Mass.-based Amesbury
Group’s window hard-
ware division. Kline pre-
viously was the window
hardware sales manager
for Fastek products and

had 11 years of experience with Builder’s
Hardware. In his new po-
sition, Kline’s primary
focus will be on driving
the growth of the division
through the sale and pro-
motion of existing prod-
ucts and the introduction
of new products.

Tessica Welbig has

been promoted to the position of inside
sales assistant for Amesbury Door Hard-
ware. She has been with the window
hardware division for three years in sales
and product support. In her new posi-
tion, she will continue to support the
sales department while taking a more
active role in sales development. 

Dow Corning 
Promotes Kempfs 

Doug Kempf is the new
construction application
engineering and technical
services (AETS) manager
for Dow Corning Corp. in
Midland, Mich. Kempf will
provide leadership to the
group responsible for
managing the company’s
day-to-day technical activities.

Kempf has been with the company

since joining as a co-op student in the
1980s while attending high school in
Midland. Upon graduation from
Michigan State University, he worked
as an engineer for Dow, and later be-
came the Southwest regional AETS re-
source. Since 2000 he has held a
variety of marketing positions.

Jennifer Kempf was
named construction OEM
account manager in
March. Jennifer Kempf
will serve as the account
representative for all day-
to-day selling activities
and account management
issues pertaining to sili-
cone sealants used by
door, window and insulating glass manu-
facturers. She joined the company in 1997

David Kline
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Kempf

continued on page 69

Since 1906, J. Sussman, Inc. has specialized in man-
ufacturing the finest custom metal windows, projected
ventilators and casements. We also offer completely
engineered skylight systems. Our metal bending ser-
vices are second to none. In house glass bending al-
lows us to be a single source supplier with full control
and responsibility of our products.
Sunbilt Solar Products, an affiliated company manu-
factures and supplies sunrooms complete with glass
and all accessories. These sunrooms are high end
and are suitable for commercial as
well as residential installations in all
areas of the country.

J. SUSSMAN, INC.

WINDOWS SKYLIGHTS WALKWAYS SUNROOMS GLASS and METAL BENDING

Since 1906

109-10 180th Street Jamaica, New York 11433

AMERICA'S FINEST CUSTOM MADE WINDOWS
Tel: 718-297-0228 Fax: 718-297-3090

Custom Windows
Skylights
Walkways
Sunrooms

Church Windows
Glass & Metal Bending

FINE ARCHITECTURAL METAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

www.jsussmaninc.com
www.sunbilt.com

TM
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NewsMakers
continued

and has worked as a plant controller and
team leader, auditor and cost accountant.
Most recently, she was the building mate-
rials protection market manager for the
Americas and Europe. 

new hires
Edgetech Adds to 
Sales Force with 
New Appointments

Edgetech I.G. in Cam-
bridge, Ohio, made sev-
eral new hires. 

Jim Plavecsky, the new
regional sales manager,
joins Edgetech with more
than 20 years of industry
experience—including
previous employment as
Edgetech’s vice president

of sales and marketing. He is responsible
for managing the Tom Evans Sales Group,

the company’s new manufacturers rep in
the Great Lakes region, as well as the Kra-
genbring Group in Minnesota, Wiscon-
sin and Iowa.

Plavecsky’s son, Brian Plavecsky,
has joined Edgetech as a technical serv-
ice rep at its Cambridge headquarters.
Brian Plavecsky has worked as an inde-
pendent sales rep for Windowtech Sales
for three years.

Brian Kress is the
company’s new com-
mercial technical spe-
cialist. Kress accepted
the position after three
years as director of
quality. 

Bob Mecomonaco
has been appointed

product manager. In his new position,
Mecomonaco is charged with the fur-
ther development of the Eco Coat Glass

Protection System
product line and pro-
viding customer assis-
tance. Formerly the
national sales director
for Edgetech’s sister
company Lauren Mfg.,
Mecomonaco brings
many years of sales
and executive experi-
ence to his new role.

Keith Berg is the new Florida-based
technical service representative. Berg will

cover all of the Southeast
United States, providing
expert equipment instal-
lation and training to Ed-
getech customers. Berg
has more than eight
years of experience in
technical service for win-
dow manufacturers.   ■
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Visit www.usglassmag.com/archives

FIND 11 YEARS OF

MAGAZINE

WITH ONE CLICK

View articles from every issue
from the past 11 years online 

—absolutely free! 
Use our complete searchable
archives to find topics or
people of interest in your
industry. Be sure to have this
resource available to you.
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O rganizers of Glass Performance Days (GPD) 2009
are preparing for the 2009 event, June 12-15 in
Tampere, Finland, by issuing a call for papers.

Show organizers aim to address a variety of topics re-
lated to architectural glass, with a focus on saving en-
ergy. Among other topics, they are requesting papers
covering topics such as energy performance in buildings,
glass and solar technology and novel products used for
these purposes. Tracks also are intended to include in-
formation on processing glass, with examples such as
coating large areas, pre-processing challenges and al-
ternative materials and methods for lamination. The con-
ference also will include information on automotive glass
and changing markets for glass products, as the indus-
try becomes more global. Members of the industry are
encouraged to share their experience by submitting case
studies in these topics as well. 

While show organizers recommend submitting an ab-
stract as early as possible, the final deadline for abstract
submission is October 10, 2008. 

Glass Processing Days 2007 brought more than 1,000
participants to hear 250 presentations. All of these pre-
sentations can be viewed by visiting www.glassfiles.com.
❙❙➤ www.gpd.fi 

Archbishop Desmond 
Tutu to Keynote Greenbuild 

The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
has announced that Archbishop Desmond
Tutu will be the opening keynote speaker
for the annual Greenbuild Conference &
Expo, November 19-21, 2008, in Boston.

Bishop Tutu, a Nobel Peace Laureate,
led a crusade for social justice and racial
conciliation in South Africa as then-Gen-
eral Secretary of the South African Council of Churches.
Today, he is revered worldwide as a “moral voice” seek-
ing to end poverty and human rights abuses.

Tutu’s accomplishments include receiving the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1984; the Albert Schweitzer Prize for Hu-
manitarianism; and the Magubela prize for liberty in 1986.
He is committed to stopping global AIDS and has served
as the honorary chairman for the Global AIDS Alliance.
❙❙➤ www.greenbuildexpo.org   ■

GPD 2009 
Issues Call for Papers

Reviews&Previews
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Flat Edging/Mitering Machines • Double Edgers • Bevellers • Shape Edge/Bevellers
Horizontal & Vertical Drills • Profile Polishers • Glass Washers • Tempering Furnaces

Glass Tools •  Water Jets • and much more

• Large Inventory of New Machines for Immediate Delivery 
• Installation and Training Included in Price

Toll Free: (800) 833-2159 I Fax: (305) 482-0119
6320 NW 99th Ave., Miami, FL 33178

Email: sales@jordonglass.com I Web: www.jordonglass.com

Jordon Glass Corp.

DZ1345B
Dual-Head Glass Drilling Machine

Complete Selection of Glass Machinery

DJ252 Flat Edger/Miter 
(Miter from 0-60 degres)

Water Jet (Pumps from
35,000 to 55,000 PSI)

Washing Machines
48”, 60” and 72” in stock

Horizontal Tempering
Furnaces
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NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS

September 8-10, 2008
GANA Fall Conference
Sponsored by the 
Glass Association of 
North America (GANA). 
Wyndham DFW Airport North.
Dallas.
Contact: GANA 
at 785/271-0208.

September 16-18, 2008
2008 AEC
Management Conference
Sponsored by the Aluminum
Extruders Council (AEC).
Hilton Chicago - O’Hare Airport.
Chicago.
Contact: AEC at 847/526-2010.

September 21-24, 2008
AAMA National Fall Conference 
Sponsored by the American 
Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA).
Hyatt Regency Hill 
Country Resort and Spa.
San Antonio.
Contact: AAMA 
at 847/303-5664.

October 1-3, 2008
Metalcon International
Sponsored by the Metal 
Construction Association (MCA).
Baltimore Convention Center. 
Baltimore.
Contact: MCA at 617/965-0055. 

October 6-8, 2008
GlassBuild America
Co-sponsored by GANA, 
AAMA, the Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance, the
Bath Enclosure Manufacturers
Association (BEMA) and the
National Glass Association.
Las Vegas Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: Show organizers 
at 866/342-5642, ext. 300.

October 7, 2008
BEMA Annual 
Membership Meeting
Sponsored by BEMA.
Las Vegas Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: BEMA 
at 785/273-0393.

October 12-15, 2008
ASC Fall Convention
Sponsored by the Adhesive
and Sealant Council (ASC)
Baltimore Marriott Waterfront.
Baltimore.
Contact: Bob Willis at
301/986-9700, ext. 104.

November 3-6, 2008
NFRC Fall 2008
Membership Meeting
Sponsored by the 
National Fenestration 
Rating Council (NFRC).
Crowne Plaza 
Jacksonville-Riverfront. 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Contact: NFRC 
at 301/589-1776.

November 11-13, 2008
PGC 2008 Annual Symposium
Sponsored by the 
Protective Glazing 
Council (PGC) International. 
Hyatt Regency Crystal City.
Arlington, Va.  
Contact: PGC at 785/271-0208.

November 19-21, 2008
GreenBuild 2008
Sponsored by the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC).
Boston Convention 
and Exhibition Center.
Boston.
Contact: USGBC 
at 800/795-1747.

December 9-10, 2008
Glass Expo Midwest™ 2008
Sponsored by 
USGlass magazine and 
11 state associations.
Renaissance Hotels & Resorts.
Schaumburg, Ill.
Contact: UUSGlass 
magazine at 540/720-5584.

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

September 10-12, 2008
SGT Annual Conference
and History and Heritage
of Glass Seminar
Sponsored by the Society 
of Glass Technology (SGT).
Univeristy of Cambridge. 
Cambridge, UK.
Contact: SGT at 
+44 0 114 263 4455.

October 21-25, 2008
glasstec
Sponsored by Messe 
Düsseldorf GmbH.
Düsseldorf Exhibition Centre.
Düsseldorf, Germany.
Contact: Messe Düsseldorf
GmbH at +49-211-4560900. ■

Up&Coming

To see the full event
schedule, visit 

www.usglassmag.com/
events.php.
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Products for Sale

Industry Services
Bieber Consulting Group, LLC
Is a group of retired Glass Industry Exec-
utives with the ability to solve your prob-
lems,  grow your business and add to your
revenue stream. With over 40 years of ex-
pertise managing sales and profits, we
know cost reduction, sales & marketing,
finance, glass fabrication, safety,  purchas-
ing, labor relations and more. To explore
how we can be of benefit to you, call
Paul Bieber at 603/242-3521 or e-mail
paulbaseball@msn.com.

Businesses for Sale

Employment/Help Wanted

Flat Glass Skylight 
Manufacturer

Includes 3 systems, 25 dyes, & shop draw-
ings - Fabrication & bidding assistance
available - Inventory of aluminum, gaskets
&fasteners. PMJ Productions 570/586-7095

To place a classified listing, please call
Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584 Ext. 112 

or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com.
Listings start at $109 per column inch. 

Glass Business for Sale
$45K, Auto, residential, commercial.
Sacramento, CA-prime location. 4 trucks,
2872 sq/ft building. Contact Kacie at
916/439-7723. 

Western Montana Glass
Business for Sale

Located in Western Montana City,    estab-
lished and profitable. $275,000 for busi-
ness. Building is leased. 
For information, e-mail: 
Bill Wyckman, billwyckman@montana.com 
or Jerry Ford, jford@montana.com

Curved China Cabinet Glass
Standard curves fit most cabinets - one
day service. Most sizes $90, $95, $98 and
each piece is delivered. Call 512/237-
3600, Peco Glass Bending, PO Box 777,
Smithville, TX 78957.

mailto:paulbaseball@msn.com
mailto:billwyckman@montana.com
mailto:jford@montana.com
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New & Used Machinery
Vertical Washers - Makivetro, CRL, Zaf-
ferani,  Lenhardt, Somaca.
Horizontal Washers - Billco, Somaca
Miller, Bovone & Bavelloni.  
Used Oven Presses - Billco, Besten
Vinyl Welders, Corner Cleaners, Saws,
Bevelers, Edgers, Drills, & Tempering
Furnaces

Ph:  724/239-6000;  Fx:  724/239-6011
USGM08@gmail.com 

www.usglassmachinery.com

Used Equipment
for Sale

New and Used Equipment
NEW 4 spindles flat edger $19,500 US
60” vertical glass washer 4 brush
Butyl extruder  15 pounds slug
NEW EDGERS. NEW BEVELERS. 
50% OFF REGULAR PRICE
Contact: Steve Brown
Tel: 888/430-4481; Fax: 450/477-6937
E-mail: steve@s-b-m-s.com

Territory Sales Managers Needed

Sapa Fabricated Products in Magnolia, AR is expanding and has immediate open-
ings for Territory Sales Managers in new and existing territories in the northeast
and the northwest. The positions will be responsible for generating sales for
Alumax Bath Enclosures, Sapa Railing & Ornamental fence as well as other excit-
ing products under development. 

Ideal candidates will be driven, self-motivated, organized individuals with pol-
ished field sales skills. Preference will be given to applicants with previous sales ex-
perience in building and construction markets.  A college degree is preferred.

If you enjoy the challenge of developing incremental sales volume, take this op-
portunity to become part of a reorganized, multi-faceted company that is focused
on developing innovative cutting edge solutions for the markets we choose to serve. 

Sapa offers competitive salaries, incentive pay and benefits including medical,
dental and vision insurance, 401(k) and paid vacation and holidays.  Please send
your resume to Jane Hill, HR Manager.  Fax: 870/901-2928.  E-mail: jane.hill@
sapagroup.com.   EOE, M/F  
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Classifieds go online every day! 
To view listings, visit:  http://www.glass.com/classified.php

Laminated Glass Line
(Resin Process)
Uvekol System

Complete line with UV curing station
conveyor table. Tilt (air ) tables & support
tables. Metering pumps. over head crane
for larger glass. Complete system from
start to finished product. Like new con-
duction. Asking $75,000 OBO. Contact us
by e-mail altonsmithjr@yahoo.com. Can
e-mail pictures of line if needed.

Independent Sales 
Representatives

Central Wi. insulated glass manufac-
turer/temperer, looking for sales repre-
sentatives for ILL. IOWA and IND. Must
have good knowledge in the commercial
bld. market. Interested parties should send
references to: Custom Glass Products,
7515 Venture Circle, Weston, WI 54476.

MAC 22 2 Spindle 
Polishing Machine

Can do 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2” glass. $ 5800. Call
815/464-1375 for more information.

Bovone Beveling Machine
7 spindles, 3 polishing felts. Rebuilt 2002.
Runs great. Asking $36,900. Please call
815/464-1375 for more information.Residential Glazier 

5+ years experience in mirror and shower
doors. Position starts ASAP. Good pay and
benefits. Colorado Springs, Colorado. 
Call 719/389-1414

Sales Representatives

Aggressive, expanding manufacturer of
quality aluminum windows & doors for
the U.S. commercial and architectural
marketplace seeks dynamic professional
sales representation. Established in 1952,
our Midwest-based Inc. 5000 company
continues to grow its coverage by dedi-
cated salespeople or independent repre-
sentatives in various locations throughout
the country. For immediate consideration,
please forward resume and proposed ter-
ritory to: salesrep1@wojan.com

Glazing Superintendent
Commercial Glass company in South East
United States is seeking an experienced
glazing superintendent with know- ledge
in storefronts, curtain walls, aluminum
windows/doors, interior build-outs, in ad-
dition to supervising 10-15 employees.
Also seeking experienced glaziers.  We
offer competitive salary, benefits. Reloca-
tion expenses considered. Please send
your resume to:  job8868@yahoo.com

mailto:jane.hill@sapagroup.com
mailto:altonsmithjr@yahoo.com
mailto:job8868@yahoo.com
mailto:salesrep1@wojan.com
mailto:steve@s-b-m-s.com
http://www.glass.com/classified.php
mailto:USGM08@gmail.com
http://www.usglassmachinery.com
http://www.usglassmag.com
mailto:jane.hill@sapagroup.com
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ADHESIVES/SEALANTS
Dow Corning Corporation
2200 West Salzburg Road
Midland, MI  48686
Phone: 989/496-6000
www.dowcorning.com/construction/
construction@dowcorning.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Glazing Compounds
Omaha Wholesale Hardware
1201 Pacific Street
Omaha, NE 68108
Phone: 800/238-4566
Fax: 402/444-1659

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
Berman Glass Editions
1-1244 Cartwright Street
Vancouver, BC V6H3R8
Canada
Phone: 604/684-8332
Fax: 604/684-8373
www.bermanglass.com
info@bermanglass.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Oldcastle Glass®

Over 70 manufacturing 
locations throughout 
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Tekon Universal Sciences Inc.
Truly Long Lasting Non-Toxic
Super Hydrophobic Nanotechnology
Glass Coatings & Treatments
15471 Redhill Ave. #A
Tustin, CA 92780
Phone: 888/749-8638
Fax: 714/259-0882
www.tekon.com
info@tekon.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Acid Etched Glass
Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC  H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Bear Glass
399 20th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Phone: 718/832-3604
Fax: 718/832-0786
www.bearglass.com

Bent/Curved
California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA  90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970
3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
Phone: 479/996-8065 or 
800/543-8796
Fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Block
Decalite Ltd.
The Portergate Ecclesall Road
Sheffield S11-8NX, UK
Phone: 01142-096096
Fax: 01142-096001

Fire-Rated Glass
AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA  94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Technical Glass Products
600 6th Street South
Kirkland, WA 98033
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
sales@fireglass.com

VETROTECH Saint-Gobain
2108 B Street NW, Suite 110
Auburn, WA 98001
Phone: 888/803-9533
Fax: 253/333-5166
www.vetrotechusa.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Fire-Rated Glass, 
Impact Resistant
AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA  94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ  07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

BENT
GLASS

• SAFETY TEMPERED • INSULATING
• ANNEALED • SAFETY LAMINATED

• HEAT-STRENGTHENED

(800) 543-8796 • fax: (800) 543-8798

www.e-bentglass.com

The World Leader
in Custom Fabricated

A GUARDIAN ‘SUN-GUARD’ 
CERTIFIED FABRICATOR

Radius or Irregular Bends 
Sizes up to 96” x 130”
3/32” to 3/4” Thickness

Architectural, Fixture, &
Furniture Applications

Clear, Tinted, Low-E,
Reflective, Acid-Etch,
Low-Iron or Specialty

Polished Edges, Holes,
Notches, and Cutouts

Custom Glass Bending

•  All sizes & thicknesses
•  Quality long & short-run production
•  Heat-Strengthened    • Annealed
•  Safety Laminated      • Insulated
•  Architectural, fixture and furniture

applications

FLORIDA 
BENT GLASS

Tel. (888) 288-9129

Fax (888) 288-9128

Tel. (954) 917-0039
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Technical Glass Products
600 6th Street South
Kirkland, WA  98033
Phone:  800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
sales@fireglass.com

VETROTECH Saint-Gobain
2108 B Street NW, Suite 110
Auburn, WA 98001
Phone: 888/803-9533
Fax: 253/333-5166
www.vetrotechusa.com

Hurricane-Resistant
Coastal Glass Distributors
7421 East Spartan Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29418
Phone: 800/868-4527
Fax: 800/314-4436
www.coastalglassdist.com
thartley@coastalglassdist.com

Glasslam
1601 Blount Rd.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone: 954/975-3233
Fax: 954/975-3225
www.glasslam.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Insulating
Arch Aluminum & Glass
10200 NW 67th St.
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-9293
www.archaluminum.net
info@archaluminum.net

Laminated
Arch Aluminum & Glass
10200 NW 67th St.
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-9293
www.archaluminum.net
info@archaluminum.net

Glasslam
1601 Blount Rd.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone: 954/975-3233
Fax: 954/975-3225
www.glasslam.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Pattern Glass
Coastal Glass Distributors
7421 East Spartan Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29418
Phone: 800/868-4527
Fax: 800/314-4436
www.coastalglassdist.com
thartley@coastalglassdist.com

Radiation Shielding
Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320 
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

X-Ray Fluoroscopic 
Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320 
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

X-Ray Protective
Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Technical Glass Products
600 6th Street South
Kirkland, WA  98033
Phone:  800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
sales@fireglass.com

ARCHITECTURAL
GLASS/LAMINATED
Oldcastle Glass®

Over 70 manufacturing 
locations throughout 
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Bent
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970
3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
Phone: 479/996-8065 or 
800/543-8796
Fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Fire & Safety Rated Wire
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

ARCHITECTURAL
GLASS/TEMPERED
Oldcastle Glass®

Over 70 manufacturing 
locations throughout 
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

All Team Glass & Mirror Ltd.
Phone: 800/363-4651 or 
416/745-7182
Fax: 416/745-2692
www.allteamglass.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Bent
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970
3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
Phone: 479/996-8065 or 
800/543-8796
Fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

ARCHITECTURAL METAL

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Dies/Custom Metal
EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
Phone: 800/221-4169
Fax: 417/235-7313 

AUTO GLASS 
ACCESSORIES
Window Film 
CPFilms Inc.
P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 276/627-3000
Fax: 276/627-3032
www.llumar.com
llumar@cpfilms.com

AUTO GLASS & 
RELATED PRODUCTS
EDI/Billing
IBS Software
1221 Harrison Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
Phone: 800/959-5500
Fax: 816/471-1939
www.ibssoftware.com

Sunroofs
Night Watchman Co.
30551 Edison Dr.
Roseville, MI 48066
Phone: 586/778-2144
Fax: 586/498-2301
sales@nightwatchman.net

T-Tops 
Night Watchman Co.
30551 Edison Dr.
Roseville, MI 48066
Phone: 586/778-2144
Fax: 586/498-2301
sales@nightwatchman.net

continued on page 76
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BATHROOM SPECIALTIES

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Shower Door Hardware 
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurence.com

US Horizon Mfg., Inc.
28912 Ave. Paine
Valencia, CA  91355
Phone: 877/728-3874
Fax: 661/775-1676
www.ushorizon.com

BULLET RESISTANT
BARRIERS
Total Security Solutions, Inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
Phone: 866/930-7807
www.totalsecuritysolutionsinc.com

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Albat + Wirsam 
North America
1540 Cornwall Rd., Suite 214
Oakville, ON L6J 7W5
Phone: 905/338-5650
Fax: 905/338-5671
www.albat-wirsam.com
moreinfo@albat-wirsam.com

PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ  08822
Phone: 908/806-7824
Fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com

Auto Glass-Related
GlassMate
(NAGS® International)
9889 Willow Creek Rd.
San Diego, CA 92131
Phone: 800/551-4012
Fax: 619/653-5447
nags@mitchell.com

IBS Software
1221 Harrison Street,
Kansas City, MO 64106
Phone: 800/959-5500
Fax: 816/471-1939
www.ibssoftware.com

EDI
IBS Software
1221 Harrison Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
Phone: 800/959-5500
Fax: 816/471-1939
www.ibssoftware.com

Point of Sale
IBS Software
1221 Harrison Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
Phone: 800/959-5500
Fax: 816/471-1939
www.ibssoftware.com

Quest Software Inc.
1000 E. Sturgis St., Suite 8
St. Johns, MI 48879
Phone: 800/541-2593
Fax: 517/224-7067
www.questsoftware.com

Window Film
CPFilms Inc.
P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 276/627-3000
Fax: 276/627-3032
www.llumar.com
llumar@cpfilms.com

DECORATIVE GLASS
Oldcastle Glass®

Over 70 manufacturing 
locations throughout 
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

World Glass
4014 Gunn Highway, Suite 160
Tampa, FL 33618
Phone: 888/852-2550
Fax: 813/265-4293
www.WorldGlassAG.com

Etched Glass
Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC  H7X 3K7 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Glass Flooring

Painted
Bear Glass
399 20th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Phone: 718/832-3604
Fax: 718/832-0786
www.bearglass.com

Decorative Glass Company
14647 Lull Street
Van Nuys, CA 91405-1209
Phone: 800/768-3109
Fax: 818/785-7429

Sandblasted
Advanced Glass Design
30 Deer Run
Plantsville, CT 06479
Phone: 860/426-0401
Fax: 860/426-0401
advancedglass@cox.net

Textured Glass
Coastal Glass Distributors
7421 East Spartan Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29418
Phone: 800/868-4527
Fax: 800/314-4436
www.coastalglassdist.com
thartley@coastalglassdist.com

DOORS
Bullet Resistant
U.S. Bullet Proofing, Inc.
4925 Lawrence Street
Hyattsville, MD 20781
Phone: 800/363-8328
Fax: 301/454-0199
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Closers
Access Hardware Supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: 800/348-2263
Fax: 510/483-4500

Fire Rated
Technical Glass Products
600 6th Street South
Kirkland, WA  98033
Phone:  800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.fireglass.com
sales@fireglass.com

Fire-Rated 
Framing Systems
AGC InterEdge Technologies
85 Liberty Ship Way, Suite 110B
Sausalito, CA  94965
Phone: 877/376-3343
Fax: 415/289-0326
www.firesafe-glass.com

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

VETROTECH Saint-Gobain
2108 B Street NW, Suite 110
Auburn, WA 98001
Phone: 888/803-9533
Fax: 253/333-5166
www.vetrotechusa.com

Folding Glass Walls/Doors
Solar Innovations, Inc.
234 East Rosebud Road
Myerstown, PA 17067
Phone: 800/618-0669
Fax: 717/933-1393
www.solarinnovations.com
skylight@solarinnovations.com

General Door Hardware
Akron Hardware
1100 Killian Road
Akron, OH 44312
Phone: 800/321-9602
Fax: 800/328-6070

www.AAG-Glass.com

UL Approved
Glass Flooring

WORLDglassTM

T H E  D E C O R A T I V E  G L A S S  S O U R C E
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C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurance.com

Metal Clad Doors
Doralco
11901 S. Austin Ave., Suite 301
Alsip, IL 60803
Phone: 708/388-9324
Fax: 708/388-9392
www.doralco.com

Sliding Doors
Doralco
11901 S. Austin Ave., Suite 301
Alsip, IL 60803
Phone: 708/388-9324
Fax: 708/388-9392
www.doralco.com

DOORS, OTHER
Peterson 
International Ent. Ltd.
504 S. Glenn Ave.
Wheeling, IL 60090
Phone: 847/541-3700
Fax: 847/541-3790
www.petersoninternational.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

DOOR COMPONENTS
JLM Wholesale, Inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

DOOR HARDWARE AND 
RELATED PRODUCTS
Boyle & Chase, Inc.
72 Sharp Street
Hingham, MA 02043
Phone: 800/325-2530
Fax: 800/205-3500
www.boyleandchase.com
sales@boyleandchase.com

JLM Wholesale
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Track Caps
Johnson Bros. Metal Forming
5518 McDermott Dr.
Berkeley, IL 60163
Phone: 708/449-7050 
Fax: 708/449-0042

GLASS HANDLING/
TRANSPORTATION
Rolltech Industries
11 Dansk Court
Toronto, ON M9W 5N6 Canada
Phone: 419/337-0631
Fax: 419/337-1471

KEAR Fabrication Inc.
11 Creditstone Rd., Unit 7
Concord, ON L4K 2P1 Canada
Phone: 905/760-0841
Fax: 905/760-0842

INFORMATION AND 
ORGANIZATIONS
Associations
American Architectural
Manufacturers Association
(AAMA)
1827 Walden Office Square, Ste 550 
Schaumburg, IL 60173
Phone: 847/303-5859
Fax: 847/303-5774
www.aamanet.org

INSULATING GLASS AND 
RELATED PRODUCTS
Oldcastle Glass®

Over 70 manufacturing 
locations throughout 
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Airspacers
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA  98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
Phone: 800/346-6628
Fax: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com

Muntin Bars
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA  98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

Spacers
Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

Units, Bent-Curved
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970
3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
Phone: 479/996-8065 or 
800/543-8796
Fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

INSULATING GLASS 
MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT
Production Lines
Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT

Lapcraft Inc.
195 West Olentangy St.
Powell, OH 44065-8720
Phone: 800/432-4748
Fax: 614/764-1860
www.Lapcraft.com
CustService@Lapcraft.com

Cutting Machine
Bottero Flat Glass Inc.
330 Weaver Rd., Suite 600
Florence, KY 41042
Phone: 800/900-7559
Fax: 845/362-1856

MIRROR AND MIRROR
RELATED PRODUCTS
Palmer Mirro-Mastics
146 St. Matthews Avenue
PO Box 7155
Louisville, KY 40257-0155
Phone: 502/893-3668 or
800/431-6151
Fax: 502/895-9253
www.mirro-mastic.com

Virginia Glass Products Corp.
P.O. Box 5431
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 800/368-3011
Fax: 276/956-3020

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

Acid Etched Mirror
Bear Glass
399 20th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Phone: 718/832-3604
Fax: 718/832-0786
www.bearglass.com

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC  H7X 3K7
Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com
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Antique Mirror
Bear Glass
399 20th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Phone: 718/832-3604
Fax: 718/832-0786
www.bearglass.com

Decorative

SKYLIGHTS & OVERHEAD
GLAZING SYSTEMS
Oldcastle Glass® Naturalite®

Over 70 manufacturing 
locations throughout 
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Skylights
O’Keeffe’s Inc.
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 415/822-4222
Fax: 415/822-5222
www.okeeffes.com

STOREFRONT/
ENTRANCES
Oldcastle Glass® Vistawall®

Over 70 manufacturing 
locations throughout 
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastleglass.com

Pittco Architectural Metals, Inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: 800/992-7488
Fax: 847/593-9946
info@pittcometals.com
www.pittcometals.com

Vitro America
965 Ridge Lake Blvd., Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 800/238-6057
www.vitroamerica.com
sales@vitroamerica.com

SUNROOMS AND 
RELATED PRODUCTS
Bent Solarium Glass
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR  72936
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Sunrooms
Solar Innovations, Inc.
234 East Rosebud Road
Myerstown, PA 17067
Phone: 800/618-0669
Fax: 717/933-1393
www.solarinnovations.com
skylight@solarinnovations.com

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
Cleaning Towels
Jacone Distributors
5717 Samstone Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
Phone: 513/745-0244
Fax: 513/745-9581
marji@fuse.net

WINDOW & DOOR 
REPLACEMENT
HARDWARE
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
Phone: 800/352-0800
Fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

WINDOW FILM
CPFilms Inc.
P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 276/627-3000
Fax: 276/627-3032
www.llumar.com
llumar@cpfilms.com

Architectural Film
CPFilms Inc.
P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 276/627-3000
Fax: 276/627-3032
www.llumar.com
llumar@cpfilms.com

Johnson Window Films
20655 Annalee Ave.
Carson, CA 90746
Phone: 310/631-6672
Fax: 310/631-6628
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Auto Film
Johnson Window Films
20655 Annalee Ave.
Carson, CA 90746
Phone: 310/631-6672
Fax: 310/631-6628
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Commercial Tint
CPFilms Inc.
P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 276/627-3000
Fax: 276/627-3032
www.llumar.com
llumar@cpfilms.com

Johnson Window Films
20655 Annalee Ave.
Carson, CA  90746
Phone: 310/631-6672
Fax: 310/631-6628
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

Decorative Film
CPFilms Inc.
P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 276/627-3000
Fax: 276/627-3032
www.llumar.com
llumar@cpfilms.com

Security Film
CPFilms Inc.
P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
Phone: 276/627-3000
Fax: 276/627-3032
www.llumar.com
llumar@cpfilms.com

Johnson Window Films
20655 Annalee Ave.
Carson, CA 90746
Phone: 310/631-6672
Fax: 310/631-6628
www.johnsonwindowfilms.com

WINDOW HARDWARE
Stiffeners
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA  98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

WINDOWS
Blast Resistant
United States 
Bullet Proofing Inc.
4925 Lawrence Street
Hyattsville, MD 20781
Phone: 301/454-0155 or
800/363-8328
Fax: 301/454-0199
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Fire-Rated
SAFTI FIRST™ Fire 
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

General Tools & Supplies
Pacific Laser Systems
449 Coloma Street
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 800/601-4500
Fax: 415/289-5789   ■
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www.Jockimo.com

MirrorUnique™  
antique mirror glass

introducing...

To place your listing(s) in the Supplier’s Guide, 
please contact Janeen Mulligan 

at 540/720-5584, extension 112 
or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com
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61 AGC Flat Glass North America 800/251-0441 423/229-7110 www.na.agc-flatglass.com

11 AGC InterEdge Technologies 877/376-3343 415/289-0326 www.firesafe-glass.com

82 Arch Aluminum & Glass Co. Inc. 866/629-2724 586/725-4627 www.archaluminum.net

64 Azon Systems Inc. 800/788-5942 269/373-9295 www.azonintl.com

71 California Glass Bending 800/223-6594 310/549-5398 www.calglassbending.com

67 Capital Tape Co. 888/888-8273 216/292-3435 www.capitaltape.com

23 Cardinal Industries 952/935-1722 952/935-5538 www.cardinalcorp.com

43 Classic Glass Inc. 703/823-3100 703/823-8230 www.classicglassinc.com

40 Coastal Glass Distributors 800/552-6377 800/314-4436 www.coastalglassdist.com

21 CPFilms Inc. 800/345-6088 314/674-1950 www.cpfilms.com

19 C.R. Laurence Co. Inc. 800/421-6144 866/921-0532 www.crlaurence.com

47 Dependable Glassworks 800/338-2414 800/866-0986 www.dependableglass.com

20 DORMA Glas 800/451-0649 301/390-0011 www.dorma-usa.com

27 Edgetech IG Inc. 800/233-4383 740/439-0121 www.superspacer.com

29 F. Barkow Inc. 414/332-7311 414/332-8217 www.barkow.com

9 For.El Spa 336/768-5504 336/768-7549 www.besanalovati.com

55, 64, 68 Glass Association of North America 785/271-0208 785/271-0166 www.glasswebsite.com

5 Glasslam 954/975-3233 954/975-3225 www.glasslam.com

14 Glassopolis 800/262-9600 800/872-9601 www.glassopolis.com

43 Glasswerks L.A. Inc. 888/789-7810 888/789-7820 www.glasswerks.com

13 Glaston Finland/Tamglass Brand 358 10 500 6103 358 10 500 6109 www.glaston.net

49 Glaston Italy/Bavelloni Brand 39 031 728311 39 031 7286318 www.glaston.net

81 GlasWeld Systems 800/321-2597 541/388-1157 www.glasweld.com

65 Grove Products Inc. 800/724-7683 978/840-4130 www.groveproductsinc.com

47 Industrial Control Development Inc. 360/546-2286 360/546-2287 www.icdcoatings.com

22 JLM Wholesale 800/522-2940 248/628-6733 www.jlmwholesale.com

71 Jordon Glass Co. 800/833-2159 305/482-0119 www.jordonglass.com

17 Joseph Machine Co. 800/457-7034 717/432-2712 www.josephmachineco.com

66 J. Sussman Inc. 718/297-0228 718/297-3090 www.jsussmaninc.com

25 Midwest Wholesale Hardware 800/821-8527 800/621-5681 www.midwestwholesale.com

37 Nordson Corp. 800/683-2314 770/497-3656 www.nordson.com

31 Pilkington North America 800/221-0444 419/247-3821 www.pilkington.com

48 Precision Glass Bending 800/543-8796 800/543-8798 www.e-bentglass.com

70 Pulp Studio 310/815-4999 310/815-4990 www.switchlite.com

16 SAF-Glas LLC 561/844-3100 561/848-9271 www.saf-glas.com

15 Soft Tech America Inc. 954/568-3198 954/563-6116 www.softtechnz.com

45 Sommer & Maca 866/583-1377 866/584-9722 www.somaca.com

C2 Taricco Corp. 562/437-5433 562/901-3932 www.taricco.com

1 Technical Glass Products 800/426-0279 800/451-9857 www.fireglass.com

3 Unruh Fab Inc. 888/772-8400 316/772-5852 www.unruhfab.com

7 Vitro America 800/238-6057 501/884-5338 www.vitroamerica.com
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theBusiness

My heart was racing … my
hand actually trembling. But
I needed help … profes-

sional help … so I dialed the number
and hoped that someone would answer.
And I was pleased when they did.

“May I speak to her? It’s quite urgent.”
To my complete surprise, I was im-

mediately put through to the highly re-
spected, world famous, no-holds-barred
lady who has become the nation’s most
talked-about and talked-to problem
solver.

“Who are you and what’s your prob-
lem?” Dr. Lorrie asked. “And please be
brief. As I’m sure you know, there’s so
little time and so many problems.”

“Yes, Doctor, I know,” I replied. “But I
too have a problem and I need your
help.”

“Go ahead,” she said in her most mat-
ter-of-fact tone.

“Well, my name is Lyle Hill and, you
see, I write this monthly column for a
trade publication by the name of 
USGlass, and in those articles I kinda
make fun of the people in the glass and
metal industry. I’m pretty much an
equal opportunity abuser, but I guess
I’m the hardest on the glass and metal
manufacturers … all in good humor, of
course.”

“I know who you are, Mr. Hill, and
believe it or not, your articles are very
good for my business. In fact, my busi-
ness really picks up every time you
write an article about the energy sur-
charge matter. And now I understand
that you’ve targeted the people at the
National Fenestration Rating Council.
Maybe I need to start paying you a
commission of some kind.”

“Hey, I’m all for that Doc. These days
you’ve gotta take whatever you can get

from wherever
you can get it.
But that’s not
why I called.”

“OK then,
Mr. Hill. What’s
troubling you
today?”

“OK, Doc, here’s
my problem. Yester-
day I got a call from
someone who had read one of
my articles and this person told me that
he was personally offended by some of
the remarks I had made. He got kinda
nasty too!”

“Really, Mr. Hill. And how did you 
respond?”

“I told him that he shouldn’t have
taken anything I wrote as personal in
any way because everything I write is
just for fun and not to be taken seri-
ously. In fact, Doc, I was really surprised
because nobody ever takes me seri-
ously. Not my family, not my friends,
not my co-workers. I don’t get it. Where
did I go wrong?”

“Did you apologize for your remarks,
Mr. Hill?”

“Not really, but I admit that I am
bothered by all of this and that’s why I
called you. Can you help me, Doc?”

“I think so,” the popular shrink-o-
therapist said. “And based on my previ-
ous dealings with people in your
industry, would I be correct in suppos-
ing that the person who called you
and got a bit abusive was perhaps
a metal supplier and that you are
actually one of his customers?”

“Yes, that’s right,” I replied with
a renewed sense of awe. “But how
did you know?”

“Quite easy, actually. You see, I

have a lot of pa-
tients from the
glass and metal
industry and
they pretty
much break

down into two
categories. First,

you have the glass
guys who take every-

thing much too seriously,
particularly themselves. And

even if something you wrote did hit
home with them, they would never
admit it. But the metal guys, that’s a dif-
ferent story. Everything bothers them.
They suffer from all kinds of emotional
maladies. However, Mr. Hill, let me as-
sure you that you have nothing to be
concerned about. The person that
called did not take anything you wrote
or said seriously … he was putting you
on. Having a bit of fun with you so to
speak.”

“Are you sure, Doc? Cause I’m telling
you that this guy was really cranked
up.”

“Oh I’m quite sure,” she replied. “You
see, you told me that you are a customer
of this particular metal supplier that
called you and that is the key.”

“How so, Doc?”
“Well you see, Mr. Hill, I’ve never

talked with or met even one metal sup-
plier yet who takes any of their cus-
tomers seriously … not even you!”    ■

Doc ... Can You Help Me???

b y  L y l e  R .  H i l l

L y l e  R .  H i l l is president
of MTH Industries of Chicago.
Mr. Hill’s opinions are solely
his own and not necessarily
those of this magazine.
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1000
by Jerry Razwick

With the approach of the year
2000, a sense of anticipa-
tion is sweeping the na-
tion. All kinds of

predictions are being made as to what
life will be like in the new millennium.
Will our computers survive the Y2K
bug? Will our economy boom or bust?
In many cases, it seems one guess is as
good as another. Only time will prove
which theory is correct.

When it comes to fire-rated glazing,
however, there are some fairly safe bets
as to what the future holds. By examin-
ing the latest industry trends, we can
offer some fairly reliable forecasts about
what lies ahead.

PREDICTION #1:
Advanced Products Will Appear

Based on the last two decades, we can
conjecture that new product develop-
ment will continue to redefine what is
categorized as fire-rated glass. Twenty
years ago, the process of choosing a
fire-rated product was simple:  Ask for
wired glass. 

But much has changed in 20 years.
Today, there are many products on the
market that have exploded the field of
fire-rated glass. Not only are there prod-
ucts that surpass the fire protection of
wired glass, they can also offer:

• High impact safety 
( CPSC 16CFR1201, Cat. II); 

• Energy efficiency (insulated units
with low-E and/or argon); 

• Sound reduction;
• Design potential (etching, sand-

blasting, beveling);
• Privacy (obscured surfaces);
• One-way visibility (mirrored); and 
• Heat transfer resistance.  
It is easy to find a product that specif-

ically meets a unique combination of re-
quirements. With the advance of
manufacturing technology, such devel-
opments can only be expected to con-
tinue well into the future.

PREDICTION #2:  
Greater Caution Will be Exercised

As exciting as all the new possibili-
ties are, they do mean paying closer at-
tention to product selection and
installation. In the new generation of
fire-rated glass, no two products are ex-
actly the same. They don’t all carry the
same ratings. They don’t all offer the
same characteristics. And they can’t all
be installed in the same sizes or in the
same frames. 

Generically specifying “fire-rated
glass” will no longer suffice: Glaziers
need to familiarize themselves with the
differences among the options. For in-
stance, one relatively new tempered
product on the market claims a 60-
minute fire rating. To the casual ob-
server, it would seem to be comparable
to other 60-minute products, such as ce-
ramics or multi-laminates. However,
the tempered product cannot withstand

the hose stream test—a mandatory re-
quirement of 60-minute test standards.
Should water from a sprinkler or fire
hose come in contact with the tempered
glass while it is hot from a fire (perhaps
in as little as five minutes), the product
may shatter and fall out of the frame,
leaving no protection at all. Addition-
ally, the tempered glass product has a
coating on one side, which must face
the anticipated direction of the fire.
Since no one knows when or where a
fire may strike, relying on such a prod-
uct may be questionable. 

All parties involved in specifying and
installing fire-rated glazing must exam-
ine the pros and cons of each product be-
fore making a selection. This extra
degree of caution is critical for life safety
and for liability avoidance. 

Rather than simply looking for the
lowest price, glaziers can provide an in-
valuable service to architects and gen-
eral contractors by questioning
specifications they feel may not be ap-
propriate. Glaziers are responsible for
supplying products that meet fire code
requirements. It is not enough to say 
“ ... I just supplied what the architect
specified.” Remember, you are the glass
expert. A little caution up front may save
costly legal battles later.

PREDICTION #3:  
Stricter Codes Will Dominate

With the dawn of the new millen-
nium, code requirements across the
country are being standardized and up-
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dated to conform to international guide-
lines. The goal is to have one universal
system, so whether you’re in Seattle,
Chicago or Miami, you’ll be meeting
the same codes. The processes are now
underway to make this vision a reality
in the near future.

In all likelihood, what that will mean
for fire codes is the more stringent
guidelines will be adopted as the
benchmark. As an example, the hose
stream test mentioned earlier has been
a national requirement for glass to earn
a rating of 45 minutes or greater. In
1998, the SBCCI, the governing body
for building codes in Southeastern
United States, voted to make the hose
stream test mandatory for all fire-rated
glass in their jurisdiction—whatever
the rating. Since this is already the pol-
icy in Canada, it is probably safe to as-
sume  the change will become a
national requirement in 2000. Products
currently on the market that cannot
pass the hose stream test could see
their fire-rated status in
jeopardy should such a
change occur.

Codes will continue to de-
mand higher levels of product
performance as new technol-
ogy makes it possible for
glass to comply. At the same
time, codes are becoming less
restrictive regarding the size
of glass allowed. While 1,296
square inches used to be the
maximum size for fire-rated
polished wired glass, new
products on the market have
proven they can perform just
as well or better in much
larger sizes and the codes
have adapted accordingly.

PREDICTION #4:  
Increased Redundancies

You may have noticed the news sto-
ries in the past year regarding sprinkler
failures. It turns out one of the most
popular sprinkler systems have had a
failure rate of close to 40 percent in lab-
oratory tests. 

A heavy dependence on sprinklers
could pose a serious threat to safety
for several reasons. First, if sprinklers
do not activate quickly enough, ordi-

nary glass may
shatter as soon as
the water touches
it, leaving no pro-
tection in the
opening. Second,
to work properly,
the sprinklers have
to bathe the glass
entirely and
evenly—in an unin-
terrupted manner.
However, this is
not realistic as
drapes, blinds,
shutters, and other
objects frequently
are located near the
surface of the win-
dow glass. They
would interfere
with water from
the sprinkler reach-
ing the glass and
likely cause cata-

strophic system failure. Third, since
sprinklers are “active” systems (i.e.,
something must occur to make them op-
erate), any malfunction may result in no
fire protection at all. 

This does not mean sprinklers are all
bad; they regularly save lives. But they
should be used in conjunction with fire-
rated glass, not in place of it. Fire-rated
glass and frames are “passive” systems;
they do not rely on other systems to do
their job. Fire-rated glass performs its
function in a fire even if smoke detectors
and sprinklers do not.

What it All Means
What do all these predictions mean to

you?  Following are some practical sug-
gestions to ensure your company is
ready for the new millennium and the
changing-face of fire-rated glazing:
1. Develop a relationship with 

reputable sources of information 
in the fire-rated glass industry.

2. Exercise your responsibility 
as the glass expert.

3. Be future-minded. USG

Jerry Razwick is the president of Techni-
cal Glass Products, based in Kirkland,
WA, a national distributor of fire-rated
glazing materials.

Above:  Port Susan Middle School in
Stanwood, WA, and left, Shaklee Indus-
tries in Palo Alto, CA, opted for the pro-
tection TGP’s fire-rated glazing 
products provide.
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P
roponents of safety glazing, such

as Bill O’Keeffe of O’Keeffe’s Inc.,

have attacked the wired-glass in-

dustry for producing products

that they feel are unsafe to the

public. But, the wired-glass

manufacturers, such as Pilking-

ton, disagree with these claims and say wired

glass isn’t to blame for fatal accidents that

may have occurred; instead they say non-

compliance with the codes or improper in-

stallations are the cause. 

Which side is correct? O’Keeffe’s submitted an

article to USGlass magazine which talks about

what the company feels are some deficiencies

with wired-glass products. We then asked Pilk-

ington to voice their opinion on the flip side of

the issue. So, hopefully, after reading these arti-

cles you will have some valuable info on both

sides of this great wired-glass debate.

“The Great”

WIRED-GLASS
DEBATE

Those For and Against Wired Glass Make Their Claims
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A
great debate has been brewing in this country for more
than 20 years. How do we balance the need for afford-
able safety glass in our public areas—glass that offers
both fire protection and personal impact safety? For

me, this pursuit has been both personal and professional.
Compared to the primary glass manufacturers, we are a rel-
atively small U.S. architectural glazing manufacturer and
contract glazier. Still, we have held a firm belief that it is pos-
sible to manufacture a variety of glazing products that meet
the above challenges. 

Obviously, the most heated debate within our industry
has been between the wired glass manufacturers and the
clear fire-rated glass makers. As the manufacturer of the
first optically clear, wireless fire- and safety-rated glass ever
produced in the United States, we strive to market products
that do not compromise any aspect of safety. Our glazing
products not only meet the fire standards but exceed the
American National Standards Institute’s (ANSI) safety stan-
dards as well as those set by the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC) in 1977.

Fire and Safety Number One
We clearly have a vested interest in safe glazing products.

But as we watched the foreign manufacturers from the side-
lines as they were granted a temporary exemption that has
now lasted 25 years, we had to ask ourselves, “Isn’t it possi-
ble to manufacture a wired-glass product that meets or ex-
ceeds CPSC standards?”

As most of us in the glass business know, wired glass is
commonly used in schools, colleges and most educational
facilities, and is located in corridors, stairwells, gymnasi-
ums and other areas where fire-resistive construction and
vision are required. Although wired-glass meets the fire-rat-
ing criteria for view panels in fire assemblies, it is not clas-
sified as safety glazing by the CPSC under the 1977 U.S.
Safety Glazing Standard because of the exemption.

Because of this “temporary exemption,” foreign wired-
glass manufacturers have been labeling products shipped
to the United States as safety glazing using a lower voluntary
consensus standard known as ANSI Z97.1. Unfortunately,
the CPSC rejected this lower ANSI Z97.1 standard, having
found it inadequate to protect children or adults and barely
capable of protecting children under five years old.

F
or years now,
O’Keeffe’s Inc.
(a.k.a. SAFTI)
has been using

the press to attack
the use of wired
glass. That is not
too surprising since
O’Keeffe’s stands to
gain market share if
its attacks are suc-
cessful. However,
the truth is that
O’Keeffe’s attacks
often use “recycled”
injuries. What are
“recycled” injuries?
They are a sleight of
hand that can be
used whenever a product is “grandfathered” under exist-
ing regulations. (A “grandfathered” product is one that is
exempt from a regulation because it was installed before
the regulation’s effective date.)

For example, injuries resulting from glass used in doors
prompted the Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC) to issue safety regulations in 1977 (See 16
C.F.R.§1201). However, those regulations did not apply to
glass installed in doors before its effective date. As a result,
when the CPSC’s regulations were enacted, some injuries
of the same kind that prompted the issuance of the regula-
tion could reasonably be expected until all of the “grandfa-
thered” glass is eventually replaced. 

Unfortunately, some injuries involving wired glass do
occur, as with virtually every other product on the market
today. However, they are limited in number and most relate
to installations that either pre-date the issuance of the CPSC’s
safety regulations, or they are found to be in violation of cur-
rent model building code regulations. Virtually all of them
involve either an athletic facility or an educational occupancy
and only a few are known to involve installations that com-
ply with model building code regulations.

At the request of the wired-glass industry, the International
Code Council (ICC) appointed an ad hoc committee to study

Wired glass is often used in exit
doors, such as this one.

In Support of Safety Glazing Products
BY WILLIAM F. O’KEEFFE

Fire Safety: The Real Debate
BY THOMAS S. ZAREMBA

continued on page 88 continued on page 89
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Cutting Edge Technology
For years, our company has main-

tained that it was possible to develop a
wired-glass product with full impact
safety protection as well as fire protec-
tion. But, as a small glazing manufac-
turer, we left this challenge to the
foreign manufacturers of wired glass,
the largest glazing producers in the
world, with claims of technological
leadership in other markets including
such innovative products as self-clean-
ing and non-reflective glass.

As time went by, though, and inno-
cent children and young adults contin-
ued to be seriously or permanently
injured every year as a result of wired
glass, we felt the need to try and step in
and fill this necessary void.

Over the past two years SAFTI, at my
discretion, has been developing several
new types of fire-rated glazing, some
using cutting-edge technology. These
include gel types as well as common
wired glass with a film or laminate. All
of these new fire-rated glazing prod-
ucts, due on the market later this year,
will meet all the requirements of the
fire code as well as the safety require-
ments of the CPSC.

Not only will the new SAFTI wired
glass provide full impact safety, but
also cost only minimally more than
the unsafe wired glass that is cur-
rently available. With these new addi-
tions and our optically clear glazings,
SAFTI is offering a complete line of
competitive fire-rated and safety-
rated glass, door, window and wall
systems. 

Safety at Stake
For the last two years, the Interna-

tional Code Council (ICC) has consid-
ered revisions to the International
Building Code (IBC) to eliminate the
safety glazing exception that holds
wired glass in fire assemblies to a lower

(ANSI Z97.1) im-
pact test. Addition-
ally, the IBC
Structural Commit-
tee and the IRC
Building and Energy
Committee have
twice recommended
approval of a code
proposal to elimi-
nate the lower im-
pact test. For more
than two years, we
have felt the wired-
glass industry has blocked final code
action and the vote by ICC members.
They did this by filing appeals on “pro-
cedural technicalities”—not the mer-
its. The ICC committee will hear the
proposal for the third time at the April
2002 hearings. A compromise will be
put forth at this time.

The compromise offered by the wired
glass industry proposes to eliminate the
wired-glass exception for educational
occupancies (K-12) only. They also pro-
posed to revise section 2408 to require
glazing subject to impact load in ath-
letic facilities (including basketball and
multipurpose gymnasiums) to meet
Category II of CPSC 16 CFR 1201. 

These proposals certainly recognize
that wired glass is dangerous in haz-
ardous locations in schools and every-
where in gyms and athletic facilities,
based on the many children and young
adults seriously injured by impact with
wired glass, some resulting in amputa-
tions, paralysis, permanent nerve
damage and lost mobility. What
they don’t recognize is that people
are at risk for the same serious in-
juries due to impact with wired-
glass panels in hazardous locations
in any type of building. There are
injury reports that show serious in-
juries can occur in other building
uses, such as college dormitories,

classrooms, fra-
ternities, apart-
ments, hospitals,
psychiatric wards
and correctional
facilities. Do in-
jury reports have
to be found for
every single
building use or
can a reasonable
person conclude
that wired glass
poses an unac-

ceptable risk of injury from impact in all
hazardous locations of a building? Two
ICC code committees for the last two
years certainly reached that conclusion
and recommended eliminating the ex-
ception. The fact that the wired-glass in-
dustry, through the “compromise,”
acknowledges the dangers of wired glass
has an immediate effect on the industry. 

Regardless of the outcome of the cur-
rent debates within the ICC code devel-
opment proceedings, the glass industry
will see new and safer glazing in 2002
guaranteed to enhance the ability to
provide proper safety for children and
young adults affordably. Most exciting
from a cost standpoint will be the long-
awaited availability of fire- and safety-
rated wired glass products,
manufactured in the United States
(patent-pending) that meet the CPSC
standards hands-down with no tempo-
rary exemptions and no safety or health
compromises.    ■

W i l l i a m  O ’ K e e f f e is
the president and CEO of
O’Keeffe’s Inc. and its SAFTI
division, both with corporate
offices in San Francisco. Mr.
O’Keeffe’s opinions are solely

his own and not necessarily those of this
magazine.

In Support of Safety Glazing Products … continued

Wired glass, used in most schools and
other commercial buildings shatters
into dangerous shards that cling to the
wire, creating a safety issue, according
to O’Keeffe’s.
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Fire Safety: The Real Debate … continued

these and other issues involving the regu-
lation of safety glazing. Working with the
ad hoc committee, the Glazing Industry
Code Committee (GICC) and other inter-
ested parties, the wired-glass industry
helped develop proposed revisions to the
IBC. If adopted this will require all glazing
used in athletic facilities to meet CPSC’s
Category II impact standards and all glaz-
ing used in educational occupancies to
meet CPSC’s Category I or II impact stan-
dards. The wired-glass industry is also
pursuing the adoption of similar propos-
als in the first edition of NFPA 5000.

The ICC’s ad hoc committee included
six independent building code officials
selected from all areas of the United
States. They permitted O’Keeffe’s and its
witnesses nearly a full day and a half to
present all of their anti-wired-glass
rhetoric and evidence. Only then did

they vote to adopt the restrictions on
the use of glazing in educational occu-
pancies and athletic facilities described
above. At the ad hoc committee meet-
ings, O’Keeffe’s voted in favor of these
ad hoc committee recommendations,
which were actually proposed by GICC.

It is important to realize that wired
glass is primarily a fire-rated product.
For that reason, since the enactment of
the CPSC’s regulations in 1977, the
use of wired glass in doors has been
limited to those doors that are fire-
rated. It may not be used in doors
that are not fire-rated. 

The focus of public concern and
debate should be on fire-rated glaz-
ing products. To determine whether
glass can safely protect occupants in-
tending to exit a building using a one-
hour fire corridor, the IBC has three

basic requirements. First, the glass must
be able to withstand the fire test for a
minimum of 45 minutes. Second, at the
end of the fire test, the glazing must re-
main intact after being struck with the
full force of a hose stream of water. Fi-
nally, it must pass both of these tests
from either side, since it is impossible to
predict the direction from which a fire
might attack building occupants.    ■

T h o m a s  S .  Z a r e m b a is a
consultant to the wired-glass industry.
Zaremba lives in Toledo, Ohio, and has
been a consultant to the glass industry for
the last 15 years.  Mr. Zaremba’s opinions
are solely his own and not necessarily
those of this magazine.
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In July the International Code Coun-
cil’s (ICC) Code Technology Commit-
tee (CTC) resolved to research

standards for marking the rating of fire-
resistance and fire protection glazing (see
July 2008 USGlass, page 28, for more on
the meeting that led to this decision).

The ICC has required fire-rated glass
products be labeled since 2003. So why,
five year later, is a discussion still being
held about how to label these products?
Have fire-rated glazing (FRG) products
changed so drastically in that time?
Have opinions shifted? Have code offi-
cials found the existing system too dif-
ficult to decipher? 

That last point is one frequently cited
by those FRG manufacturers in favor of
a new system, and an argument de-
rided by proponents of the existing sys-
tem. The only issue on which all agree
in principle is that code officials need
some form of assistance when it comes
to enforcing the appropriate installa-
tion of FRG products. 

Does the current labeling system re-
ally help the code officials? Or is the on-
going debate simply hurting the use of
FRG? 
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Wearing a

Label
As the Fire-Rated Labeling Debate 
Continues, the Glazing Industry 
Risks Being Labeled as Divisive 
Megan Headley

As the use of fire-rated glazing grows
in a number of applications, code
officials need more help than ever in
correctly identifying products.

The current system for labeling fire-
rated glazing has been questioned
and reevaluated since day one, and
now the International Code Council is
stepping up to see if the issue can be
sorted out.
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Doing It for 
the Code Officials 

Pilkington initially spearheaded the
introduction of a labeling system into
the International Building Code. 

“Our feeling was that the code offi-
cials needed to know what product
goes into what application, to make
sure the code inspector can look at a
label and quickly ascertain if it’s the
right product or not, being that FRG is
still relatively new on the market,” says
Bret Penrod, general manager of fire
protection for Pilkington North Amer-
ica in Toledo, Ohio.

The International Building Code’s
label requirement was followed in short
order by a corresponding requirement
from the National Fire Protection As-
sociation (NFPA). 

“It was intended to include informa-
tion on the label so that the code offi-
cial could determine at a glance what
type of FRG they were dealing with,”
says Thom Zaremba, an industry con-
sultant with Roetzel & Andress in
Toledo, Ohio, who has represented Pilk-
ington on FRG issues. 

“We thought that there needed to be

a more clear system on how to identify
products and where products should
be used in a real world installation,”
adds Devin Bowman, national sales
manager for Technical Glass Products
(TGP) in Kirkland, Wash. 

Currently, if the glazing meets fire,
temperature rise and hose-stream test-
ing specified in ASTM E119 for a fire-
rated wall, it is labeled with a “W,”
followed by the time in minutes of its
fire resistance. If the glass meets both
the fire and hose-stream testing speci-
fied in NFPA 257 for “opening” protec-
tives, the glazing will be labeled with
an “OH” for “opening” and “hose-

stream” tested, followed by the time in
minutes of its fire-protection rating. If
the glass meets the fire-testing speci-
fied in NFPA 252 for a “door,” it is la-
beled with a “D.” Neither 20-minute
doors, nor the glass in them, need to
meet the hose-stream test when other
protective openings do. Because some
doors limit temperature rises to 450
degrees Fahrenheit during the first 30
minutes of the fire test, the labeling sys-
tem also adds an “H” designation if the
glazing in a door does meet the hose
stream test or an “NH” if it does not. In
addition, it adds a “T” if the glazing can
meet the temperature rise limitation
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The glass might just get a glance as code officials quickly go
through a building. Some fire-rated glazing manufacturers ask if
the current label for their products helps keep this inspection
quick—and efficient.

It doesn’t need to be reevaluated when it’s
been accepted by the people who need it.

—Bret Penrod, Pilkington
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and an “NT” if it cannot. The time in
minutes that the glazing is fire rated is
also included on the label (for more in-
formation, see April 2006 USGlass, page
70). 

Not everyone finds this to be a sim-
ple system. 

“I just don’t think it fits within the
confines of what we’re trying to get
across to the building official, the ar-
chitect and anybody else,” says Scott
Foote, an independent consultant for
AGC InterEdge Technologies LLC in
Sausalito, Calif. “The authority having
jurisdiction should be able to look at
that glass and immediately identify it
as a product that belongs in that par-

ticular location and I don’t think it an-
swers that question.” 

To answer that, changes to the code
have been proposed on several occa-
sions in the past. One would change
from the D-O-W system to the use of P
for fire protective glazing and R for fire-
resistant glazing—rather than labeling
the glass for location, it would be la-
beled for performance.

“We favor what’s been proposed as a
change to the code simply coming up
with a designation of P for protective
and R for resistive and then with a time
duration tied to that,” says Jeff Griffiths,
director of business development for
SAFTI FIRST Fire Rated Glazing Solu-

tions, a subsidiary of O’Keeffe’s Inc. in
San Francisco. “That simplifies every-
thing and, within the context of the
code, there is a clear line of what’s the
appropriate application of protective
versus resistive.”

“Generally speaking we have two
types of products in FRG,” explains Len
Brunette, president of Vetrotech-Saint
Gobain in Auburn, Wash. “We have fire
protective products, those products
that are not required to block radiant
heat, and we have fire resistive prod-
ucts, which are required to block radi-
ant heat.”

While the intent of the proposal may
be to simplify matters for code officials, it
has certainly made things infinitely more
complicated for FRG manufacturers.

Code Confusion
Whether a label needs to be used

hasn’t been the real question of late;
now that it’s here, manufacturers say
they want to find the best way to make
the code officials’ job easier. 

“What I hear from code officials is,
‘My code official has to run through
this building, he’s got X number of
minutes to make an inspection of it,
and he’s probably looking at glass, he’s
looking at electrical, he’s looking at
plumbing, he’s got all these things to be
concerned with, how do you, Mr. Glass
Manufacturer, make it easier for my in-
spectors to identify products,’” says
Brunette.

While to simplify the process for
those officials seems an admirable
enough goal, there’s a difference of
opinion on whether this is a goal code
officials have requested. The issue has
been present at code hearings, but not
necessarily brought up by the building
code officials.

“Since this system has been live we
really haven’t had any feedback that this
is a confusing system or they’re having
any problems using the new label,”
Bowman says.  

As Penrod points out, “The code offi-
cials are the ones that voted for it at the
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industry organizations are aiming to
assist in educating code officials
about this product and its labeling
system. 
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meetings and the hearings; they’re the
ones that keep voting down the other
proposals.” 

He adds that since Pilkington began
labeling its products in 2005, they
haven’t heard any reports of confusion. 

“We’ve never had a complaint, no-
body’s ever called us to complain and say
they don’t understand it,” Penrod says.

Others interpret the silence 
differently. 

“It’s still never been explained to us
by the proponent of this labeling how
it’s to be implemented, what the real lo-
gistics are and who’s been looking for
this labeling. Certainly the building of-
ficials aren’t because our phones would
be ringing off the hook at this point,”
says Griffith. “The customers aren’t
looking for it. And the real value of the
labeling still escapes most of the man-
ufacturers—it just adds cost, for one
thing, and it adds another level of re-
sponsibility to the customer.” 

Confusion seems to occur on a case-
by-case basis, as many professionals in-
volved in this issue do report stories of
building professionals confused by this
system. 

“I’ve talked with code officials and
they tell me that, quite honestly—and
this is just our point of view,” Brunette
says, “but if you had an inspector who
went out to the jobsite and he saw a
piece of glass and it had the W, O, NH
and any other letters that might pertain
to that piece of material, he would have
to have a scorecard to identify it.
Whereas if he has only the P or the R he
needs to know ‘What am I requiring in
this opening?’”

“A couple months ago I was doing a
training of fire service marshals,” recalls
Kate Steel, a code consultant who repre-
sented the Americas Glass Association’s
(AGA) Fire and Safety Glazing Council

(FSGC) in this last code cycle, “… and
I’m trying to go through this marking
system and they ask, ‘How are we going
to understand this in the field? How are
we going to lean down and look (realiz-
ing how many panels per floor they have
to look at)? How are we going to do this?
Number one, we need a cheat sheet, so
we know what the code says and we can
line the markings up. And then we’re
physically going to have to be down
there trying to decipher D, H, T, OH? It
just isn’t going to work for us.’”

Steel says that she’s also heard feed-
back that some parts of the system are
counterintuitive to the building officials
who must scan the letters. 

“Now I don’t know what you think
when you see a W on a piece of glass,
but I can tell you what I think and a lot
of other people think: ‘Oh, it’s okay for a
window.’ That doesn’t mean to them

what it means to me,” she says.
“The current system that has been

set up is just ridiculously difficult and
is very confusing to those with a lot of
experience in the industry so you can
imagine what it’s like for someone with
very little experience,” adds Mike Gross-
man, manager of technical services of
Vitro America in Memphis, Tenn. 

But as Bowman points out, that’s the
nature of change, and it’s nothing a lit-
tle training can’t fix down the line.

“I think change in general can be
confusing,” he says. “I think once how
the system works is explained to them
it’s pretty easy to understand.” 

TGP provides presentations to more
than 2,000 code officials each year
about a variety of topics, including the
code requirements. And groups such as
the Glass Association of North America
(GANA) and the AGA are aiming to as-
sist in educational efforts. 

“We’re part of the AGA and I know
between us and GANA, both groups
are trying to put together an education
program to I hope go out mutually to
the code bodies out there and educate,”

… If you had an inspector that went out to
the jobsite and he saw a piece of glass and it
had the W, O, HS and any other letters that
might pertain to that piece of material, he

would have to have a scorecard to identify it. 
—Len Brunette, Vetrotech 
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A new labeling system has been
proposed that would identify glass as
fire resistive or fire protective.
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Brunette says. “I think we try to [edu-
cate] currently with presentations to
the architectural community. But I
think oftentimes it’s a little over-
whelming to the architectural com-
munity because of the array of
products that’s currently available in
the marketplace.”

Fanning the Flames
The proposed change to the code

would label FRG for its performance
rather than a location. 

“Often times I think, as a manufac-
turer, we don’t know where the glass
is going when people order it from
us,” says Diana San Diego, marketing
and communications manager for
SAFTI FIRST. “But we know if it’s
right for a protective application or
resistive application.” 

But Zaremba says of the current sys-
tem, “It has nothing to do with where
the product is going to go.”

“We include those designations if the
product is able to meet them,” Bowman
explains. “We put all those designations
on the product as it’s capable of carry-
ing the designation.” 

“Because we have product that is
appropriate for both doors and win-
dows, it carries over into both open-
ings,” says Bowman. “It’s pretty
self-explanatory. Once you have a lite
of glass, you know that it’s appropriate
for a door or you know that it can also
be used in a window.” 

But is the current labeling system so
self-explanatory? 

“[Code officials] can look at the glass
and they can see what tests for the glass
have been completed and see what the
glass is supposedly appropriate for, but,
the designations on this label don’t nec-
essarily guarantee that the glass is ap-
propriate for the particular application,”
Griffith says. “For instance, if you have
a piece of glass that’s fire-rated for 45
minutes and designated for D a door
application because it’s safety-rated
glass, the door that it gets put in could
be a 90-minute door and could require

temperature rise protection.” 
Brunette adds another example. 
“If you have a stairwell that door

needs to be a 90-minute temperature
rise door, it’s a barrier-to-heat product,
fire-resistive,” he says. “Now it needs to
block heat so we don’t have heat going
into the stairwell, that’s your safe haven.
We have products that are 3⁄16-inch thick
that will stay in the opening for 90 min-
utes—they won’t block any heat. Now
if I put a panel of glass in there that is
virtually 24 by 80, I’ve taken away the
majority of the door itself and I’ve got a
huge area for radiant heat to pass
through. Now if that product had the
letter P on it and the code official
looked at that stairwell and said, ‘Oh no,
this has to be an R product,’ he would
have us change it out … If he saw that
product in there with the R he would
say ‘Okay. I’ve got the proper product in
here.’”

Zaremba argues that such issues are
prevented in the very beginning, dur-
ing the design. 

“You don’t just grab a piece of glass,
haul it out to a jobsite and say ‘let’s see
well I’ll just go stick it here.’ It doesn’t
work that way. There are plans and
specifications that specify what prod-
uct is used where, that’s being done by
the architects and engineers and the
people specifying the product for the
location,” he says. “It really is people
trying to raise confusion where really

the only way you can get confused is if
you really don’t understand how the
system works in the first place.”

A few professionals also point out
that they’ve seen the wrong product
used in the wrong application.

“Architects and engineers specify
these systems for the end user and that
is where the greatest confusion oc-
curs. We need a system that gives the
people responsible for design of the
building a fair means to understand the
systems and where they can be used,”
says Harold D. Hicks, P.E., FSFPE, pres-
ident of Atlantic Code Consultants in
Murrysville, Pa. He notes, “I [found my-
self recently] in a room of 30 design
professionals taking a 36-hour class on
fire protection and not one professional
was even aware that there are labeling
requirements for FRG.  

“I think we’ve seen projects out there
where we’ve got a product in and we
look at it and well it’s not the right
product. So how did it get misused?”
Brunette asks.

Testing, Testing
Opponents of the existing system are

quick to point out the other issue under
fire, so to speak.

“Frankly there are products available
on the market today that do not meet
the required test requirements,” says
Bowman, referring specifically to the
hose stream test. “I think that some of
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A labeling system for fire-rated glazing
was originally added to the code to help
officials quickly determine if the right
product is in place. 
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the confusion may be a result of certain
manufacturers not liking the fact that
this labeling system is a little more
stringent and that it adds clarity to
where products should be used and
maybe some of their products will not
be able to be used anymore.” 

According to the current code, any
product that’s labeled for greater than
20 minutes must meet the hose
stream test. 

“If you have a label that has a desig-
nation for 45 minutes, as an example, it
has to have an NH,” says Brunette. “Be-
fore it didn’t have that and so there may
have been some confusion where a code
official might have viewed a lite of glass
and it just said 45 minutes and if it was
impact-rated it would have impact read-
ing included on the label. Now it’s much
clearer—it says NH. So really there
should be no product that is used in an

opening that is greater than 20 minutes
that has an NH designation.”

But if any product in an opening
greater than 20 minutes must have
undergone an NH, isn’t the labeling
redundant?

“There are glazings that are on the
market that … are listed for 45 or 60
minutes but are unable to withstand the
hose stream test …” Zaremba says.  

Steel points out that testing and la-
beling agencies typically already write
out “tested without hose stream” on
their labels, a designation that she says
could be included alongside the R and P
designations. 

“It’s a red herring issue because, by
practice not by code, the agencies al-
ready mark it there. You’ll see it on the
listing book, you’ll see it on the label:
tested without hose stream,” Steel says.
She adds, “There are some people in

this industry who want a marking to
dictate whether the product can be
used or not. The fairest, most objective
way to do it is to identify the fire per-
formance, and identify the hose stream
performance. It’s really simple.”

According to Steel, the concern
voiced over the hose stream test is a dis-
traction from the main issue, “which is
why we’re seeing products go in tran-
soms and sidelites that don’t belong
there.” 

Says Steel, “The markings should
not be a way to exclude products from
the market, it should be honest and
accurate.”

Upper Limits
Although a glazing product can be

tested for anything a manufacturer
requests, these professionals say that
doesn’t necessarily mean it should be. 

John Drengenberg, consumer affairs
manager and engineer for Underwriter
Laboratories (UL), explains that the
manufacturer is trying to sell its prod-
uct everywhere, regardless of which
code is applied. “What they say is, for
example, ‘I’m selling these doors to a
hotel in Wichita, I’ve got to find out
whether Wichita uses the NFPA code or
the ICC code or whatever and make
sure that door meets that code.’ We can
test to any of the codes here, whatever
they want.” 

“UL will … test for anything,” Bow-
man says. “You can go through and do a
test without the hose stream test for a
45-minute product. They will not pro-
vide a label for that product. They are
very strict about the listings that they
provide.” 

But according to Foote, “testing for
anything” is the real problem. 

“It is confusing when [a test labora-
tory] tests products with no upper lim-
its and they put 60 and 90 minute labels
on these products—but the codes limit
those products to 45 minutes so they’re
testing well beyond the code require-
ments,” Foote says, adding “That’s the
real issue.”
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Industry professionals who have seen
instances of the wrong product in an
application seem to lean toward a new
label.
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As an example, he explains that UL
might rate a ceramic product for 60
minutes. “The codes limit for a maxi-
mum 45-minute listing on an interior
basis, but because UL rated those ce-
ramic products for an excess of 45 min-
utes they get to put that O on the glass
and it continues the confusion in the
marketplace,” Foote says.

Steel adds another example. “There’s
a 60- and 90-minute rating for fire pro-
tective products that have markings for
OH 60 DH NT 60 and the listing is for
transoms and sidelites. None of the
codes allow a fire protection-rated
product in a 60- or 90-minute transom
or sidelite. And that’s a huge failing of
this marking system.” 

According to Foote, NFPA 257 at one
point had an upper limit of 45-minute
rating for windows, but the restrictions
were removed once clear fire-rated
products came on the market. “So you
can get a label that says UL-rated for 90
minutes but the building codes limit
that opening to 45 minutes. And that’s
where the whole confusion comes in,”
Foote says. 

Steel adds, “It started back in 1989
when ceramics came on the market and
could test for longer than the code al-
lowed them to be used.” While UL ini-
tially said it wouldn’t list outside code
limits, that position has since changed,
she says. “Since then both test agencies
take the position that we just test for
performance, so we’re going to list it for
60 or 90 minutes in a door, even though
it’s not allowed.  Right or wrong, that’s
what they do, and because they do that
this marking system doesn’t work,”
Steel says.

But why go through the time and ex-
pense of testing if it’s not only not re-
quired but not allowed by the codes?

“It’s a marketing game,” Foote says.
“As one building official said years ago
when all this confusion came up, basi-
cally it’s a false sense of security. Just
because you’re putting a 90-minute
glazing in a one-hour wall doesn’t mean
that it belongs there.” 

If We Can’t All Get Along—
Let the Building 
Officials Sort it Out

So is this an issue that will eventually
be silenced as more code officials come
to understand the system? Or does it
need to be addressed by further re-
search? 

“It seems like it’s in place—I don’t
think anybody needs to really look at it,”
says Penrod. “It doesn’t need to be
reevaluated when it’s been accepted by
the people who need it.”

Yet the system has been questioned
and reevaluated since day one—does-
n’t that mean something needs to
change?

Maybe. But with disagreement rife
among the manufacturers, it seems un-
likely at this point that waiting it out
will bring an end to the issue. 

According to Zaremba, “O’Keeffe’s
representatives had asked the Fire
Rated Glazing Council (FRGC) of
GANA to address this issue, which it
agreed to do. After the FRGC agreed to
do that, O’Keefe’s then went to the ICC’s
code technology committee and asked
them to look at it.”

The CTC is made up of building code
officials while GANA’s group consists of
glass manufacturers. Among the objec-
tives of the ICC committee are identify-
ing and making recommendations for
the elimination of conflicts among the
codes and standards. The committee also
evaluates new technology or concepts
that are related to the requirements being
investigated. Where the new technology
is not already contained in the codes, the
committee may form study groups on
various topics, with the board’s approval.
The CTC may be composed of code offi-
cials, as well as representatives of inter-
ested organizations and professions
with knowledge and experience in
the issues being studied.

While the code officials are the au-
dience for whom the label is ulti-
mately intended, some point out that
the group lacks the technical knowl-
edge that manufacturers can impart. 

“You end up having to look for two
different types of people,” says Gross-
man. “Number one, people who know
something about glass—and a lot of
code people don’t. They know some
general knowledge about a lot of differ-
ent things but a lot of times don’t have
a very detailed knowledge about certain
aspects of the products. So you need
somebody with that information. You
also need somebody who carries a lot
of weight, which the code people do
simply because of their position. And if
you can get both of those entities work-
ing together then usually you can end
up with a pretty good situation.” 

But Steel explains that the CTC will
allow input from a variety of areas. 

“I hope that the [ICC] board of di-
rectors will do this because this is an
opportunity to have all the interests, all
the stakeholders of the code enforce-
ment community, glazing contractors,
architects … it’s really important to get
everyone to weigh in on this,” Steel says.

“To some extent I really think it should
be looked at by the code officials and the
manufacturers should get out of the way,
because the way this whole thing got
started really was from a manufacturer’s
self-guided interest,” Griffith says.

It’s dissension like this that causes
Grossman to worry. “The problem is, if
you get any dissension among manufac-
turers on the floor, the code committees
will use that as a reason for not passing
anything because they see it as conflict
within the industry,” he says. “They want
unanimity. They get very worried about
any kind of conflict in the industry. In this
case because there was already conflict in
place, it looks as if the ICC might be best
suited to solve that problem.”    ■
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Reem Emirates Aluminum LLC
(REA), an aluminum curtain-
wall designer and builder

under the Royal Group Abu Dhabi,
opened a  new factory and offices in

Mussafah, United Arab Emirates, in
early May.

At approximately 860,000 square feet,
the factory is the largest in the United
Arab Emirates. It is expected to produce

about 645,000 square feet of curtain-
wall panels monthly, and will focus
specifically on unitized systems. 

“In the brief time that we have been
operating, we have become the leading
producer of unitized curtainwall in the
region,” says Derek Bruce, general
manager of REA. “The establishment
of this factory will strengthen our local
supply chain specialist of curtainwall, a
much needed resource, especially con-
sidering the construction boom cur-
rently being experienced in Abu Dhabi
and Dubai.” 

According to Bruce, “The factory, first
of four planned, produces more than
400 unitized panels per shift daily.”

To compliment the aluminium fac-
tory and to ensure continuity of supply,
Reem Emirates Aluminum is making
plans to build a 129,000-square-foot
glass processing factory adjacent to the
aluminium plant that will house the lat-
est equipment from Lisec and Glaston. 
❙❙➤ www.reemalum.com

ALUMCO Expands 
Facility in Plan to 
Embrace Green Building 

Alumco LLC, an aluminum façade
contractor and glass processor in
Dubai, announced that it has spent a
total of $5.4 million USD to upgrade its
facility. The company’s new unitized
curtainwall production line has the ca-
pacity to produce 2.7 million square
feet of unitized curtainwall per year,
bolstering its annual production ca-
pacity to 5.4 million square feet.

The engineering division also boasts
a spacious new conference room and
other amenities.

In addition, the company’s engineers
and designers have dedicated them-
selves to developing more challenging
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EGYPT

Sphinx Glass Partners 
with PPG for New Plant

Sphinx Glass has broken ground on a greenfield float-glass plant in Sadat
City, Egypt, that is expected to export up to 220,000 tons of high-quality
specialty glass per annum to Europe and North Africa when it begins pro-

duction in 2010 (see February 2008 USGlass, page 32, for more information). 
The Sphinx Glass plant will produce clear, colored and reflective float glass

in thicknesses ranging from 0.08 to 0.75 inches in partnership with Pittsburgh-
based PPG. GlassWorks, a platform company created by Citadel Capital and a
group of regional investors, owns 51 percent of Sphinx Glass. Dubai Capital
Group, the regional investment-management arm of Dubai Group, holds 49
percent. 

Italy’s Ianua SPA, the contractor for the Sphinx plant, builds and provides serv-
ices to float glass plants around the world. 
❙❙➤ www.citadelcapital.com

Reem Emirates Aluminum reports that its new 860,000-square-foot factory is
the largest in the United Arab Emirates.

Reem Emirates Aluminum Opens Its
New 860,000-Square-Foot Factory

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

GlobalUpdate
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façades in order to comply with the re-
quirements of the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED), in
line with Dubai’s commitment to ad-
vance the green building concept. 
❙❙➤ www.alumcouae.com

UAE Glazing Contractor
Invests in New Facility 

Belgium Aluminium & Glass Indus-
tries (BAG), one of the United Arab
Emirates’ (UAE) largest service
providers for the fabrication and in-
stallation of aluminum, glazed struc-
tures and decorative metal work, has
invested $21.8 million in a new factory
within Abu Dhabi Industrial City. 

The company also has partnered
with German-based Alcoa Group for
the delivery of its Kawneer architec-
tural system within the factory. The
manufacturer says the move is in line
with its aim to leverage the demand for
aluminum building systems amidst the
UAE’s booming real estate sector. 
❙❙➤ www.belgiumagi.com

TURKEY
Sisecam Invests 
in Bulgarian 
Plants and Solar Glass

Sisecam Group in Turkey is going to
invest $415 million in another four
plants within the existing Trakya Glass
Bulgaria complex by 2010, Turkish
Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan
announced at the official opening of the
full capacity of the four-plant glass
manufacturing complex in Targovishte,
Bulgaria.

The construction of three plants—

for float, laminated and insulating
glass—is expected to begin later this
year. A new automotive glass plant al-
ready is under construction.

The investment will add approxi-
mately 500 jobs to the existing 1,500
ones. The new plants are expected to
bring total annual net sales of $185 mil-
lion. 

In addition, Sisecam subsidiary
Trakya Cam has announced plans to in-
vest approximately $40.4 million USD
in the production of glass for solar pan-
els. The plant in Mersin, Turkey, is ex-
pected to start operations in the final
quarter of 2009. 
❙❙➤ www.sisecam.com

INDIA
Saint Gobain India Plans
for Second Float Line 

Saint Gobain India has announced
that it will build a second float line. In
addition to its existing facility in Sripe-
rumbudur, India, the company will add
a float glass plant at Bhiwadi in Ra-
jasthan, India, with a capacity of more
than 330,700 tons.

The initial investment will be ap-
proximately $232 million USD. The
plant is expected to go online during
the first quarter of 2010.
❙❙➤ http://in.saint-gobain-glass.com 

QATAR
SiAl Qatar Sets 
up Glass Processing 
Facility in Qatar

Special Projects Co., Al Seal Con-
tracting & Trading and Nasser Bin
Khalid & Sons Holding Co., along with
strategic investors, have set up a new
glass processing facility in Qatar to
cater to the region’s increasing demand
for architectural glass. The new com-
pany, SiAl Qatar, is expected to be one
of the largest glass processing facilities
in the region with its investment of
$39.2 million USD towards facilities,
plants and equipment. 

Upon completion, the plant will pro-
duce tempered, laminated and insulat-

ing glass, along with an upward inte-
gration into two unitized glazing panel
production lines. The company expects
to produce more than ten million
square feet of processed glass a year
and more than 20 million square feet
through its processing plants by the
third quarter of 2009.

“We will be catering to local require-
ments of processed clear glass prima-
rily used within buildings for
partitions, shower doors, shop fronts,
etc., with the shortest turnaround time
by maintaining local stock and having
the largest, most advanced processing
units to support the growing demands,”
says Suraj Thampi, managing director
of SiAl.

WORLDWIDE
DFI Expands in 
Europe and into Japan

Diamon-Fusion International Inc.
(DFI) in San Clemente, Calif., has com-
pleted several new sales representation
agreements.

NanoTrade will represent DFI in the
Czech Republic, helping the company to
expand in the European Union. A new
agreement with Sampas Nanotechnol-
ogy, the only technological consultancy
company in Turkey, is intended to serve
as a potential bridge to Middle Eastern
markets.

The company has introduced its
patented Diamon-Fusion system into the
Japanese market through collaboration
with The Japan External Trade Organiza-
tion (JETRO). JETRO is a government-re-
lated organization that works to promote
mutual trade and investment between
Japan and the rest of the world. 

In addition, DFI announced that its
exclusive licensee in Vietnam, Paradigm
Network Ltd., a British Virgin Island-
based corporation, and GmG Co. Ltd., a
Vietnam-based corporation, were the
recipients of the Gold Cup Award at the
2008 Home Tech Show of High Tech Ar-
chitecture and Enduring Urban Design
celebrated in Ho Chi Minh City. 
❙❙➤ www.DFInanotechnology.com   ■

Belgium Aluminum & Glass has
broken ground on its new facility.
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Safety

Patio Enclosures Inc. of Macedonia, OH
Celebrates Two Years Without Injury

Patio Enclosures Inc. in Macedonia, Ohio, was hon-
ored May 6, 2008, at an informal employee meeting
and cookout celebrating the company’s second con-

secutive year without a recorded injury in its sunroom
manufacturing operations.

During remarks at the company’s event, Ken Gould, presi-
dent of the Summit County Safety Council presented em-
ployees with four awards:
• Group Award - Lowest incident rate of companies that

provide the same or similar services;
• 100 Percent Award – No lost time injuries during the re-

porting period from January 1-December 31, 2007;
• Achievement Award – Improving lost time incidents by

25 percent over the previous reporting period of January
1-December 31, 2007; and

• Special Award – Achieving more than 500,000 hours worked
spanning six months or longer without a lost time injury. 
“Patio Enclosures, Inc. employee-owners have the right to

take pride in what’s been accomplished over the past two years
in our sunroom manufacturing plant,” says Ken Sekley, Patio
Enclosures president and chief executive officer.  “More im-
portantly, however, is that we have gained a better under-
standing of how to keep ourselves and our fellow
employee-owners safe.”
❙❙➤ www.patioenc.com 

New York Glass Contractor 
Fined for Unsafe Working Conditions

The U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) has cited eleven contractors
for failing to protect their employees against fall hazards dur-
ing work on the Walden Galleria Mall construction project
in Cheektowaga, N.Y. The employers face combined penal-
ties totaling $135,700.

Among the subcontractors fined was CBO Glass of Buffalo,
N.Y. The company was fined $16,000 for seven citations for fail-
ure to provide fall protection; no scaffold guardrail; no jobsite
inspections; failure to provide access to a scaffold; an employee
tied off to the basket of a boom truck while standing on a roof;
inappropriate ladder use; and lack of appropriate traffic controls.

“This situation is unacceptable,” says Arthur Dube, OSHA’s
area director in Buffalo. “Falls are the number one killer in con-
struction work. It takes only one misstep, be it from a roof, scaf-
fold, ladder or into a hole, to cause death or disabling injury.” 
❙❙➤ www.osha.gov    ■

NYC Strengthens Safety
Harness Requirements  

To ensure contractors protect their workers with reliable
safety-harness systems to prevent falls, the New York
City Buildings Department is now mandating new safety

protocols for concrete-embedded fall arresting systems. 
The new regulation follows the death in April of a 25-

year-old window installer. According to an article in the
New York Times, Kevin Kelly was installing windows on the
23rd floor of a condominium tower on East 67th Street
when a nylon safety strap that was intended to secure him
to the building pulled loose from its mooring.

Contractors must now obtain detailed shop drawings,
approved by a licensed engineer, for all concrete-embed-
ded fall arresting systems prior to installation. The site’s
construction superintendent will inspect each piece of the
system prior to and during installation. Contractors also
must regularly inspect fall arresting systems for damage
and keep a maintenance log onsite at all times. 
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Patio Enclosures Inc. safety manager Todd Piros accepts
awards from Ken Gould.
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